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The balance between rights and safety in Ebola case
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Ebola not a threat to UMaine

Emergency management systems in place to keep students safe, though some vigilence is needed
Cameron Paquette
News Editor
There have been several
diseases over the last half decade that have drawn national
concern.
The Avian influenza and
H1N1, otherwise known as
the Swine flu, came and went
without developing into the
serious pandemics that they
could have been.
The latest of these, Ebola,
has caused quite a stir.
In light of the recent controversy in Fort Kent regarding Kaci Hickox, a nurse who
returned to the town from
treating Ebola patients in Sierra Leone and was placed
on quarantine despite testing
negative for the disease, University of Maine at Fort Kent
President Wilson Hess has
taken steps to calm the fears
of students by announcing the
university’s compliance with
new protocols from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) aimed at
halting the spread of Ebola.
“The University of Maine
at Fort Kent is proud of our
nursing program and our students’ commitment to public
health and safety,” Hess said
in a press release. “We will
take every appropriate step
within established CDC protocols to protect our campus
while offering our support
and compassion to those affected by travel to parts of the
world where outbreaks have
occurred.”
To combat threats from
diseases such as Ebola, the
University of Maine has ad-

UMaine student Moie Aaskov dons a medical mask signifying 2014 as the year of the Ebola scare.

opted and implemented the
National Incident Management System and Incident
Command System, which
allows them to communicate
and work with state agencies as well as other college
campuses in the case of an
emergency. This pertains to
anything from an outbreak to
school shootings and weather
disasters.

“We really jumped on
this bandwagon earlier than
anybody else,” said Wayne
Maines, UMaine’s director
of Safety and Environmental Management. “When [the
2007 shooting at] Virginia
Tech happened, colleges and
universities started thinking
about emergency management in a new way. We were
already doing it.”

In the case of an emergency, either Maines or University of Maine Police Department Chief Roland LaCroix
take command, forming a
chain of leadership that works
to identify and resolve the situation. With this type of system, everybody is trained in
every role so that if people are
missing in action, they can be
replaced by a backup.

Aley Lews, Photo Editor

“Regardless of whether
it’s Wayne or the police, we’d
expect the same commands,”
said Auxiliary Operation Director Dick Young of the Cutler Health Center.
As for Ebola, Maines
stresses that there is no risk
for students at Orono.
“We’re not at risk, but we
plan for everything,” Maines
said.

“It’s not just Ebola, it’s
influenza. Remember H1N1
a couple years ago? It’s the
same structure we used then,”
Maines said. “A lot of procedures we developed for H1N1
have been dusted off and
looked at, and they’re ready
to go.”
Ebola, which was discovSee Ebola on A3

UMaine to research ‘trashanol’ An academic
loss:
Putting USM’s
program cuts
in perspective
Jocelyn Nerney
Staff Writer

UMaine researchers are looking a way to turn piles of garbage into reusable energy.

Buck Johnson
Contributor
The Municipal Review
Committee (MRC) is partnering with the University
of Maine to research an energy solution which involves
turning garbage into energy
known as “Trashanol.”
The MRC is a non-profit organization which leads
the trash disposal interests
of over 180 communities in
Penobscot County and surrounding areas. The group’s
trash is currently disposed by
the Penobscot Energy Recovery Company (PERC). The
PERC operates a waste-to-energy plant in Orrington and is
part owned by the MRC.
Tuesday
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The PERC plant presently burns the majority of
waste collected in the area.
This burning creates energy which is used by Emera
Maine as part of a three decade long contract between
the two companies. Currently, the contract is favorable
to PERC as it receives $0.16
for every kilowatt hour it produces. Once the contract ends
in 2018 this rate is expected
to drop to between $0.04$0.06 per kilowatt hour. For
the past five years the MRC
has been searching for an
alternate source of energy in
anticipation of the impending
contract coming to an end.
The MRC has agreed to
spend $20,000 to employ
Wednesday
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the University of Maine’s
Forest Bioproducts Research Institute to study the
garbage-to-energy
known
as Fiberight. Fiberight has
approached the MRC about
establishing a plant in the Penobscot region which would
turn garbage into energy, but
in a different, more profitable
way than is currently being
performed by the PERC.
Fiberight Chief Executive
Craig Stuart-Paul spoke with
the Orono Town Council in
July about his company’s
unique waste disposal methods.
“We have an organic solution — rather than burning
[waste] … let’s come up with
a solution that deals with the
Thursday
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Courtesy of Charley Lhasa

organics first and then another way to deal with the recyclables,” Stuart-Paul said.
Traditionally, all organic matter in trash in either
burned or place into landfills.
Fiberight, however, plans
to use enzyme technology
to turn the organic materials into engineered fuels.
Fiberight operates a demonstration plant in Lawrenceville, Virginia that is used to
turn municipal solid waste
into ethanol, biogas or compressed natural gas. The company created and copyrighted
the term Trashanol for their
fuel products.
Orono town manager, SoSee Trash on A3
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On Friday, Oct. 24, the
University of Maine System’s board of trustees voted to cut two academic programs from the University
of Southern Maine’s curriculum: undergraduate French
and graduate Applied Medical Sciences, according to
the Bangor Daily News.
Professor Jane Smith,
chair of the Department
of Modern Languages and
Classics and associate professor of French, provided
insight on the importance
of the French and other language programs at UMaine.
“The loss of the program
at USM is sad and tragic. Overall it waters down
what’s offered,” Smith said.
“It seems to reflect the
attitude that so much of the
world is able to speak English so we don’t really need
to teach languages, but that’s
not true at all,” Smith said.
“You may be able to negotiate the contract or busiSaturday
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ness deal in English, but you
want to be able to go out and
have a glass of wine and understand the jokes. You also
want to be aware of what
your competition may be
offering around the table if
there are different providers,
and they are able to speak
the language, you want to be
able to know what they are
saying,” Smith said.
If you do not understand
the language, you have to
rely on the good will of the
people you are talking to,
Smith said, regarding contracts and business deals in
the world.
Smith explained the
importance of the French
program for the university, community and the state
overall.
“It’s quite significant
because of Maine’s ties to
French-speaking
Canada
with the Franco- American population of the state,
which is at least one-third if
not more, so people’s roots
See USM on A4
Sunday
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Students, professors share research at
annual Maine Neuroscience Conference
Chase Brunton
Staff Writer
On Saturday, Nov. 1, the
University of Maine hosted
a statewide neuroscience
conference at Wells Conference Center.
The day-long event was
organized by the Maine
Chapter of the Society for
Neuroscience (SFN) and
featured presentations by
students and faculty on a
range of topics in neuroscience and other related
fields.
Students and faculty from colleges and labs
across Maine converged at
the conference, the fourth
since the establishment of
the Maine Chapter of the
SFN, to present their research projects.
The day’s events included talks by students and
faculty, as well as poster
presentations, a lecture by
a professor of pharmacology at the University of New

England in Biddeford and
a program on neuroscience
outreach. Talks were given
in two separate blocks in
the morning and afternoon,
with the rest of the programs occurring in between
the talks.
Students working in
labs at different institutions
shared their work with other students, researchers, and
the general public. Several
were present from the University of Maine to share
their projects.
Tyler Roy, a 22-year-old
undergraduate psychology
student at UMaine, is studying the degenerative cognitive effects of chemotherapy on the brains of mice as
part of his capstone.
“Patients with cancer
who undergo chemotherapy
usually experience cognitive
deficits than can last months
to years to the rest of their
life,” Roy said. Working
in Thane Fremouw’s lab in
the psychology department,

Roy and the other students
on his research team hope to
use what they find to erase
these cognitive deficits.
Steve Hutchinson, a
graduate student at UMaine studying experimental
psychology with a focus on

could potentially benefit education and industry.
“People in industry, education, and things like that
are always looking for ways
to improve cognitive performance for their employees
and students,” the psychol-

“Not only do students get to experience
presenting a poster or giving a talk, but by
getting to see professional level scientists
presenting their research, they can get a
sense of what they’re aspiring toward.”
Alan Rosenwasser
Professor of psychology, University of Maine
cognitive psychology, researched the effect of stress
on cognitive performance in
mice. In an experiment, he
and other students studied
how stress can affect cognition not just during a stressful event, but also over time.
He pointed to the implications of the project, which

ogy student said.
Other schools represented at the event included:
the University of Maine at
Presque Isle, Husson University in Bangor, the University of New England in
Biddeford and Colby College in Waterville. Presenters also came from the Jack-

son Laboratory and the MDI
Biological Lab.
Alan Rosenwasser, professor of psychology at
UMaine and president of
the Maine chapter of the
SFN, helped organize the
event. According to him,
in addition to allowing researchers (students and faculty) to share their research
with other like-minded individuals, these kinds of
conferences offer students
the chance to present their
work in a relatively informal, low-key and friendly
environment.
“Not only do students
get to experience presenting
a poster or giving a talk, but
by getting to see professional level scientists presenting
their research, they can get
a sense of what they’re aspiring toward,” Rosenwasser said.
In his lab in Little Hall,
Rosenwasser has worked
with graduate and undergraduate students in psy-

chology, biology, biochemistry and animal science.
Research in his lab focuses on animal models
of alcoholism, including
the effects of alcohol use
on sleep and biological
rhythms.
Rosenwasser has been
president of the Maine
chapter of the Society for
Neuroscience for the last
three years. He is a professor of psychology at UMaine, and a cooperating faculty member in the school
of biology and ecology, the
Graduate School of Biological Sciences (GSBS),
and the University of New
England’s Center for Excellence in the Neurosciences.
Rosenwasser and others
decided to bring this year’s
conference to UMaine about
a year ago, at the end of the
last conference, which took
place at Colby College.
The event ran from 8:30
a.m. to 5:15 p.m., and was
free for students.
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ered in West Africa in 1976, is
a virus spread through direct
contact with the bodily fluid
of someone who’s infected.
As of Oct. 29, this outbreak
has 13,567 reported cases
resulting in 4,922 deaths.
Since its entry into the United States, there has been only
one fatality.
It typically takes 21 days
for someone infected with Ebola to show symptoms, which
tend to mimic the common
flu in the early stages. Even
if someone has Ebola, they
cannot spread it if they are not
themselves exhibiting symptoms.
Due to the public concern
over the disease and the similarity in onset to the flu, the
CDC has made recommendations to the nation’s health institutions on how to handle a
case of someone coming into
a facility with Ebola.
According to Young, the
team at Cutler Health Center
have adopted protocols for
dealing with potential Ebola patients and have a plan
worked out with Eastern
Maine Medical Center in the
case of a quarantine.
“All students are asked a
travel question at the door,”
Young said.
“If they’re exhibiting
symptoms when they come
in, and they’re negative on
those [travel] questions, we
treat them like a flu patient…
If we have someone who

Trash

from A1
phie Wilson, expressed desire to have students from the
University of Maine assist in
researching Fiberight’s procedures.
“We are looking forward
to the findings from the
study that MRC just executed a contract with UMaine
to complete. At this point we
are in the beginning stages
of confirming the technology, but are excited at the
prospect of what appears to
be a sustainable, affordable,
and environmentally friendly
method to manage municipal
solid waste,” Wilson said.
Greg Lounder, the executive director of MRC, stated
that professor Hemant Pendse
of the University’s Forest Bioproducts Research Institute
has been tasked with leading
the study of Fiberight.
“Pendse has assembled a
project team with expertise in
industrial development and
process,
techno-economic
analysis, enzymatic hydrolysis and microbial fermentation,” Lounder remarked.
The study has been
planned to start this week,
and the MRC has requested that the final report be
available before their annual
meeting in January.
Several goals of the study
will be to determine if the
Trashanol process will be
able to operate effectively
in the colder Maine climate,
whether it will comply with
the Department of Environmental Protection’s regulations and the minimal tonnage required to make the
potential plant in Maine profitable. Board members of the
MRC have also inquired as to
whether the company could
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comes in and answers positive
to that question, now we have
a procedure where that person
will be taken to a different location and isolated from the
rest of the clinic and implement our plan as to who’s in
command,” Young said.
In this case, the patient will
be brought to Eastern Maine
Medical Center (EMMC)
where they will be treated in
isolation in order to minimize
contact with other people as
much as possible. In addition,
the CDC would be notified so
that they can monitor the situation and direct employees at
EMMC on how to best handle
things.
The CDC also keeps a record of different diseases and
their presence in different areas of the country based on
reported cases.
“[The CDC] know where
there’s outbreaks. They know
where certain [diseases] are
because doctors offices and
medical facilities are required
to report those,” Young said.
“[The CDC] puts out reports,
so we’re aware of those things
that are emerging around [us].
“We know where they
are around us, and they help
guide us so the clinicians who
are seeing people can make
[certain symptoms] more of
a diagnosis cue when people
come in,” Young said.
Maines and Young urge
any students experiencing flulike symptoms to go to Cutler
Health Center and get checked
out, as well as to practice preventative measures such as
safe hygiene and cleanliness.
produce salt from the waste
which could be used on the
roads in the winter.
Similar technology was
being used by Old Town Fuel
and Fiber, before its closing
in August, by turning wood
into cellulosic sugars. The
cellulosic sugars can be used
for many chemical-based
products and plastics.
However, not all of the
municipal solid waste would
be used for the creation of
fuel products. Recyclables
such as plastic, paper, glass
and metal could be removed
and sold.
“Milk jugs are selling at
$1,000 per ton. Plastic bags,
virgin polyethylenes, is selling for $660 a ton — why
would I burn that?” Stuart-Paul explained.
If the study of the Maryland-based company proves
advantageous to the MRC
it could be a welcomed sigh
of relief for the area. The
likely termination of the
PERC-Emera Maine contract
in 2018 could potentially
lead to municipal waste disposal complications as PERC
may raise their rates for processing waste from the MRC
communities.
It has also been discussed
about possibly using portions
of the Old Town Fuel and
Fiber plant for the fuel processing portion of the MRC’s
plan.
Sophie Wilson added that
the potential new waste processing operation could lead
to several new jobs in the
area which has felt the pain
of two large mills closing this
year.
She explained, “Initial
review indicates that, if constructed, this project would
generate a number of jobs —
both semi and highly skilled
positions.”

UMPD’s latest gadget: Electric
motorcycle gets rave reviews

Zero Motorcycles manufactures a variety of electronic bikes, including the UMPD ride

Kyle Hadyniak
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
Police Department (UMPD)
is nearing completion of a
two-week electronic motorcycle loan. While temporary,
the motorcycle represents
the latest in the department’s
tech-centric equipment.
The $22,000 2013 Zero
DS ZF11.4 motorcycle is
completely gas- and oil-free,
making it an entirely green
machine that still preserves
the usability of normal motorcycles.
“I can’t say enough good
things about it,” Detective
Keith Mercier said. “It is bad
timing budget-wise, so unfortunately we can’t keep it,
but it is really an impressive
machine, and we’ve enjoyed
having it here the last two
weeks.”
The motorcycle, provided by Zero Motorcycles, an
electric motorcycle manufacturer based in Scotts Valley,
Calif., weighs 428 pounds, a
sizeable difference from the
police department’s normal

600-700 pound Harley motorcycles. As it doesn’t use
gas, the motorcycle must be
charged using either a regular electrical wall outlet,
which charges the motorcycle in about seven hours,
or an express charger, which
can charge the bike in three
hours.
Officer Joseph Everett
has the most experience with
the motorcycle than anyone
during the vehicle’s twoweek loan, and he offered
unanimous praise for the motorcycle’s ability.
“There is basically no
maintenance needed, except for the belt that has to
be checked every so often,”
Everett, a three-year UMPD
veteran, said. “The motorcycle is completely silent; it
can go off road; and it has
all the amenities, such as a
cell phone holder and radio.
It even charges the battery
when you brake. The battery
is warrantied for five years.”
The motorcycle features
two operation modes: Sport,
which provides max top
speed and torque but reduc-

Courtesy of Green Car Reports

es the motorcycle’s ability to
regenerate the battery when
braking, and Eco, which reduces the motorcycle’s acceleration and top speed but
increases regeneration. Furthermore, the motorcycle’s
Eco settings can be customized using a Bluetooth smartphone application.
The motorcycle, while
temporary, is the latest in
UMPD’s use of high-tech
vehicles. The police cruisers, the latest of which is a
2014 Ford Taurus, contains
external and interior cameras which record traffic stops
and backseat passengers;
the officers themselves also
wear cameras that are constantly recording. There is
also a wireless system within
the vehicles, which allows
officers to use laptops to run
license plate numbers, driver
license or submit reports.
“On a typical Friday night,
our busiest night, there are
usually up to eight officers
deployed at once on campus,
where we usually respond to
alcohol and drug complaints
as well as lockouts and sex-

ual assault reports,” Mercier
said. “It is like a small city.
These vehicles allow us to
operate in a safer manner. We
are only as good as the tools
we use, and luckily we have
some pretty good tools.”
The department also uses
other vehicles, such as the
Segway-esque one-person
T-3s, used mainly by parking services. However, the
police department occasionally uses these vehicles for
football games and other
patrols. The T-3s max speed
of 19 mph and poor off-road
performance makes it unsuitable for most police work,
however.
While not quite ready for
use yet, the department also
operates a SUV that, while
technologically similar to the
police cruisers, offers more
trunk space to carry medical
supplies, crime scene materials and firearms.
The police department is
located on Rangeley Road
near the University’s entrance, and can be contacted
at 207-581-4040, or 911 in
an emergency.
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lie in French-speaking Canada,” Smith said.
“We also have the Canadian studies program, which
is very important for the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences for graduate and
undergraduate work. French
is an important part of those
programs because Canada is
a bilingual country,” Smith
said.
UMaine is a national resource center that has been
operating under a Department of Education Title
VI grant for over 30 years,
Smith said.
Another
aspect
that
makes French important
is the tourism tie between
Canada and Maine because
Canada is Maine’s number
one trade partner, according
to Smith.
“Many people come from
Quebec and French speaking
New Brunswick to go to the
coast or go shopping at the
Bangor Mall,” Smith said.
“I think it’s extremely
important for just about every college student to have
access to another language
at some level, to have access
to another culture, to another
way of seeing the world and
how another culture organizes reality. Maybe just to not
walk a mile in someone’s
shoes, but even a kilometer
would be good,” Smith said.
When you lose languages
you lose diversity of environments, Smith said, and
access to how that culture
operates to the things it values, it’s ideas, and knowledge can be lost as well.
Professor
David
Neivandt, Director of the
University of Maine Graduate School of Biomedical
Science and Engineering,
gave perspective on what it
would be like if similar cuts
were to happen to the graduate Biomedical Science program at UMaine.
“The University of Maine
Graduate School of Biomedical Science and Engineering [GSBSE] is a statewide
collaboration between the
University of Maine, the
Jackson Laboratory, Mount
Desert Island Biological
Laboratory, Maine Medical
Center Research Institute,
the University of New England, and the University
of Southern Maine. The
GSBSE offers a Ph.D. in
biomedical science, a Ph.D.
in biomedical engineering,
and a Professional Science
Master’s in bioinformatics,”
Neivandt said.
Neivandt said all five faculty of the USM’s Applied
Medical Sciences program
have been members of, and
are active in, the GSBSE.
One GSBSE Ph.D. student is
being advised by one of the
USM faculty, and a second
student is currently rotating
at USM. The elimination of
the USM applied medical
sciences program is directly
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impacting the GSBSE.
“Currently, the GSBSE
has 37 Ph.D. students and
three professional science
masters students; over 150
faculty across the six institutions are members of the
GSBSE. The GSBSE is the
largest Ph.D. program in the
STEM disciplines in Maine.
If the program were cut,
the state would lose one of
its premier graduate education programs; indeed, the
GSBSE was recently recognized as one of UMaine’s
Emerging Areas of Excellence,” Neivandt said.
The biomedical science
and engineering field is predicted to rapidly grow over
the next decade, due to rising health care demands and
associated costs of an aging
population. Maine’s citizens
have the highest median
age of any state in the U.S.,
so the need for a trained
workforce in biomedical
science and engineering is
particularly important here,
Neivandt said.
The GSBSE aligns with
the state of Maine’s and the
nation’s needs in terms of
workforce development. If
the GSBSE was eliminated,
it would cripple the state’s
ability to create this essential body of trained people.
According to Neivandt,
one of UMaine’s missions
is to serve the needs of the
people of the state. Workforce development, or training students for careers
aligned with the needs of
the state, is a key aspect of
this. The GSBSE exists to
prepare and train the next
generation of professionals
in Biomedical Science and
Engineering.
“Many of the research
topics undertaken by the
GSBSE students are directed toward issues that are
prevalent within the state
of Maine,” Neivandt said.
“Specifically, Maine has
one of the nation’s highest
incidences per capita of cancer; a very large proportion
of the work performed by
GSBSE students is related
to cancer. Similarly, many
GSBSE students research
topics that address aging-related illnesses.”
According to Neivandt,
Maine has a robust biomedical research community
that includes University of
Maine, University of New
England and University of
Southern Maine and also
three private research institutions: Jackson Laboratory, Mount Desert Island
Biological Laboratory and
Maine Medical Center Research Institute.
The GSBSE uses these
resources by uniting these
six institutions, creating
unique research and training
opportunities in Maine. Students in the program may
choose to perform their dissertation research under the
direction of over 150 faculty
members, which provides
numerous
opportunities,
Neivandt said.

New bipartisan political student
group aims for change
Lauren Abbate
Staff Writer
A new student organization focused on mobilizing members of all political
parties to bring awareness
and education to the political issues affecting young
Americans has been granted
preliminary recognition by
UMaine Student Government.
“The polarized clubs
are more of the same,” said
James Dumas, a third-year
political science student and
president of UMaine Common Sense Action. “We want
to promote political awareness and advocacy to all
[UMaine] students, regardless of the political party they
belong to.”
The group Common
Sense Action is a national
student organization that has
had a chapter operating at
UMaine since the beginning
of the semester. The group
has three focal topics making
up its platform: implementing generational fairness
in regards to fiscal politics,
creating more opportunities
for America’s youth, and repairing the polarized political
sphere.
“We’re encouraging people to keep political labels,
but think about them in a way
that is constructive to solving
issues, specifically those that
affect our generation,” Dumas said.
In the 2012 Election, only
45 percent of the 46 millions
Americans ages 18 to 29
years old turned out to vote.
This age group, dubbed the
Millennial Generation, is
the demographic that many
in the political realm deem
disengaged and uninvolved.
If this assumption is being

based purely on statistics,
then these critics might be
right.
“[Critics] say that this
generation is disengaged.
They’re apathetic; they don’t
care; they’re uninformed,”
said Rob Glover, a professor
of political science at UMaine.
However, Common Sense
Action believes that the Millennial Generation is not engaging because the political
discourse in the U.S. is being focused around political
topics that don’t rank high
among young voters. “There
is no dialogue being directed
towards students about what

the political process.
“If we look at only the
traditional methods of participation, that people use we
might miss really important
ways that Millennials are
participating,” Glover said.
While previous generations have abided by the
traditional routes of civic
participation such as voting
and contacting local representatives, the Millennial
Generation is more geared
to engage politically through
collaboration.
Political clubs on campus
have generally been operated
based on party lines, leaving
minimal room for collecting

“We’re encouraging people to keep
political labels, but think about them in a
way that is constructive to solving issues,
specifically issues that affect our
generation.”
James Dumas
President of UMaine Common Sense Action
political issues affect our
generation,” Dumas said.
Common Sense Action
wants to redirect the political
conversation to discuss Millennial issues such as student
debt, education reform, infrastructure investment, and
Social Security reform.
Aside from redirecting the
political conversation Common Sense Action has the
opportunity to advance the
new modes of civic engagement that are being shaped
by the Millennial Generation.
These new forms of civic engagement being exercised by
Millennials are a big reason
critics may be incorrectly assuming that the generation as
a whole is uninvolved with

different viewpoints. But
because of the politically diverse promise that Common
Sense Action is proposing to
students, they believe their
discourse can be more constructive than College Democrats or College Republicans.
“It’s a different rendition
of engagement,” Glover said.
“[This type of engagement] is
effective for certain types of
things like solving a community issue or getting a locality
to address something quickly
and doing it in a way that uses
minimal resources.”
However, Glover points
out that abiding by some traditional modes of participation, such as voting, is necessary to implementing actually

political change.
Dumas, aware of the need
to increase voter turnout
among Millennials, has made
voter registration the primary
effort of UMaine Common
Sense Action. Though instead
of utilizing traditional voter
registration tables, the group
is staying true to Millennial
form by registering people
to vote via TurboVote, an
online process which makes
registering to vote as easy as
signing up for Facebook, according to Dumas.
Common Sense Action is
not the first bipartisan group
to be organized at UMaine.
Until last year the group No
Labels sought to bring students together around issues
and leave their political party’s agendas at the door.
While No Labels is no longer an organization on campus, it shares the frustration
with political polarization
that Common Sense Action is
looking to circumvent.
“[No Labels] emerged out
of dissatisfaction with the
party system and it viewed
the party system as something
that led people to very devise
political positions,” Glover
said.
With the current election
season almost under wraps,
Common Sense Action will
begin to focus its efforts on
generating advocacy for Millennial involvement as well
as organizing a formal debate between College Democrats and College Republicans to be held later this
year.
Common Sense Action
meets in the Oakes Room
on Wednesdays at 7:45 p.m.,
though this will be subject
to change once they become
fully recognized at the start
of next semester.
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Police
Beat
The best from UMaine’s finest

Lauren Abbate
Staff Writer
Oct. 24
21:55 Wailin’ Winin’
Whelan
University of Maine Police Department (UMPD)
responded to a Resident Assistant complaint of a party
on the third floor of Knox
Hall. When officers arrived
they made contact with room
residents Andrew Whelan,
18, and Michael Dunphy, 18.
Whelan was not cooperative
and became argumentative
with the officers; his roommate was trying to calm him
down and handed over an
assortment of beer, including
a 12-pack of Natural Light.
Both were summonsed for
illegal possession of alcohol
by a minor and were referred
to judicial affairs.
22:23 The next day must
have sucked
Ryan Irvine, 18, was issued a summons for illegal
possession of alcohol by a
minor after UMPD received
a complaint that an intoxicated male was kicking the
front door to the Bryand
Global Science Building.
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When officers arrived to the scene, they
found Irvine, who admitted to drinking an
entire bottle of Svedka
in less than two hours and was
trying to get back to his dorm.
The officers deduced that Irvine was extremely disoriented as his residency, Cumberland Hall, was on the opposite
side of campus.
23:29 – Fraternal Fight
Club
UMPD and University
Volunteer Ambulance Corps
reported to the scene of an alleged fight amongst two large
groups of people between
Stodder Hall and College Avenue, however the fight subsided before emergency units
arrived. Officers gathered that
the fight occurred between a
group of visitors from Husson and several Sigma Alpha
Epsilon brothers. Both groups
had been drinking at a fraternity, though neither group
wished to press charges.
Oct. 26
21:43 [Obligatory reference to Afroman song]
UMPD received a RA re-

Briefs

Quick news from around the
University of Maine System

UMPD
port of a strong odor of marijuana coming from a room
on the third floor of Aroostook Hall. Upon arrival officers knocked on the door and
made contact with room resident Evan Davis, 18, who
was compliant with officers
and handed over a used prescription bottle containing
marijuana and Zig-Zag rolling papers. Davis received a
summons for possession of a
usable amount of marijuana.
Oct. 29
9:51 You want some ice
for that burn?
A female student residing in Knox Hall issued an
assault complaint to UMPD
against her ex-boyfriend,
a non-student, Wednesday
morning after he snuck into
her residence hall. After a
verbal altercation with the
complainant, the ex-boyfriend poured a cup of iced
coffee over her head. He
was subsequently arrested
and charged with domestic
assault.

Cameron Paquette
News Editor
UMS board of trustees
pass plan for central administration powers
A panel of University
of Maine System (UMS)
trustees have approved a
plan that would give central administration more
control of the individual
budgets of the seven campuses.
The plan, which is currently being created by
Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance
Rebecca Wyke, is intended
to give the board of trustees more insight into the
finances of each campus
and more influence on how
funds are used.
In September, Wyke
presented the board with a
range of options they could
pursue to change the financial structure of the system.
On Friday, the board chose
to pursue the most aggressive of those options.
If the plan comes to
fruition, financial officers
on campuses who once reported to their presidents
would now be reporting to
a chief operating officer at
the system level. The chief
operating officer and the
trustees would become involved much earlier in the
budget-making process.

Also
included
in the plan is the
proposal to move the
UMS offices from
their current location
in Bangor onto one of the
campuses.
The board of trustees will
vote on whether to authorize
the development of the plan
at their meeting on Nov. 16
and 17, she said. They will
vote whether to approve the
plan at a later date.
UMaine student arrested after armed break-in
Early Sunday morning, a
University of Maine student
was caught trying to break
into a house on Bennoch
Road in Old Town. The
homeowner was present and
called the Old Town Police.
The student, 21-yearold Luke Cole of Fletchers
Landing Township, was arrested shortly after 4 a.m. in
his dorm room after police
identified his car speeding
away from the scene.
Cole’s dorm was evacuated as officers attempted
to enter his room. Officers
made the arrest and students
were allowed back into the
building an hour later.
Enrollment
down
across UMS this fall
In the wake of a slew of
budget cuts due to decreasing enrollment, the Univer-

sity of Maine System says
its fall 2014 headcount is
down 2.5 percent systemwide, although the numbers are up slightly at the
system’s flagship campus
in Orono and at UMaine
Fort Kent.
The enrollment figures
come out as the seven campuses are developing their
budgets for the next year.
The deepest budget cuts
so far this year have come
at USM, where President
David Flanagan is cutting
50 faculty positions to
close $6 million of a total
$16 million budget gap for
the next fiscal year.
At Orono, officials have
said they must cut next
year’s $242 million budget
by $7 million, but will not
eliminate any academic
programs and will try to
avoid layoffs.
Without changes, the
entire University of Maine
System faces a projected $69 million deficit by
2019. In the most recent
budget, approved in May,
officials cut 157 positions
and used $11.4 million in
emergency funds to close
a $36 million deficit in
the system’s $529 million
budget.

This week in Student Government

Weekly recap of decisions made by the UMaine Student Government General Student Senate
Cameron Paquette
News Editor
Umaine Student Government VP and President reflect on their time
in office and what they
hope to see in the future
before a heated debate
on the funding of Delta
Tau Delta’s Honorarium
took place at last week’s
meeting of UMSG Inc.’s
General Student Senate.
Sailing team receives
final recognition
The sailing team, a
group of student sailboat
enthusiasts who compete
against other schools
in New England, were
granted final recognition.
Group President Patrick Robinson was on
hand to speak for the
group, who wish to continue
competing
and
teaching new students
how to race.
President and VP give
speeches
Ahead of last Thursday’s UMSG Presidential and Vice Presidential
Elections, President Justin Conant and Vice President Trey Stewart spoke

about their time in office
as well as what they hope
to see and do going forward pending re-election.
Conant spoke first and
outlined three main issues
that he wants to work on.
The first of these is a turf
field to be built in Lengyl Hall, a project that
Conant and his friend
Dodge Tucker are working on.
According to Conant
the field is currently undergoing a feasibility
study, with early estimates putting its cost at
around $3 million.
“It would make a nice
gift for the university’s 150th anniversary,”
Conant said.
The second part of
Conant’s plan is up to
$75 in laundry funds for
students living on campus
their first year.
Part three of his plan
is to continue putting on
events that impact between 80-100 students on
campus to better publicize UMSG Inc.
After
his
speech,
Conant took several questions from the crowd and
Senators. One member of
the crowd asked Conant

if he would be open to
new projects.
“I will throw money at
anything I think is a good
idea,” Conant said. “We
want to be able to say
yes.”
Vice President Stewart
was next to speak.
“I’ve really enjoyed
the position this past
year, I’ve seen a lot of
people develop,” Stewart
said. “I want our leadership capabilities on this
campus to grow.”
Stewart also spoke
about his wish to
continue
to
develop

UMSG Inc.’s presence on
and off campus as well as
to strengthen their partnership with the town of
Orono.
Budget report
VPFA Hoang Anh Le
made an announcement
regarding revised financial sponsorship guidelines, which she says she
will bring to senate within the next few meetings.
Regarding
Senate
spending on off campus
events, Le expressed
concern about the
amount being
spent.

“We should be mindful about giving so much
money away for off-campus events. When groups
come in, we need to think
‘is it really beneficial,’”
Le said. “I’m not saying we shouldn’t fund
off-campus events ever,
we should be mindful of
where our money goes.”
There is currently
$80,805 left in the unallocated fund for the rest
of the semester.
Delta Tau Delta Honorarium denied funding
from unallocated
After a two-hour debate in which the original motion was amended several times, Delta
Tau Delta’s request for
$1,600 to help fund their
Honorarium
featuring
a Last Comic Standing
show was ultimately denied. Student Entertainment will now cover the
remaining difference for
the $4,920 event.
The main motion for
$1,600 was originally
going to be supplemented with $1,300 from
Student Entertainment,
who are assisting the fraternity in putting on the

event. Vice President of
Student
Entertainment
Patrick
Fortier-Brown,
who was not in attendance at the time of the
motion, made a case by
proxy that, because of
the decision made by
UMSG Inc. at the beginning of the semester
to take funds away from
Student
Entertainment
and put them in the unallocated fund, GSS should
vote to allocate the funds
so as to alleviate the financial strain on Student
Entertainment.
Sens. Harvey and Beauregard among several
others were not happy
that the contract for the
headlining comedian had
been signed before the
motion, putting GSS in
the position of having
to make the decision on
funding. There was also
frustration due to what
the senators felt was a
lack of effort on the part
of Delta Tau Delta in putting forward any of their
own money.
“We’ve been put in
the middle by Student
Entertainment and that
shouldn’t impact Delta
Tau Delta,” Harvey said.
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Delicate balance between individual
and state in ebola quarantine fight
The Fourth Amendment
of the Constitution codifies the rights of the citizens to be secure in their
persons, properties and
effects. It’s a pretty basic
concept, crucial to a country whose rule of law and
order rests in the equitable
respect for civil liberties.
So, how rectify this position with the threat posed
to society by individuals
with contagious diseases?
When Kaci Hickox, a
nurse who worked with ebola patients and West Africa, returned to her home
in Fort Kent on Friday,
this became an issue with
which Maine must grapple.
Despite being tested and found negative,
Hickox was kept in quarantine in New Jersey following her arrival at Newark Airport, an action she

deemed to be in violation
of her civil liberties. A
Maine District Court judge
recently ruled that the state
could not restrict Hickox’s
movements, citing a lack
of evidence that doing so
presented a danger to the
public.
The court’s decision reaffirms that the abrogation
of civil liberties must meet
a high bar. The burden is
on proving the validity
of the claim, in this context this means an active
threat to the wellbeing of
the public must be proved.
This is in agreement with
the “Innocent until proven
guilty” line of reasoning at
the heart of American law.
However, people are
still uncertain, and understandably so. Besides
the mortality rate and terrifying symptoms, many

Americans know little
about ebola because it has,
until very recently, occurred only in other parts
of the world.
Ignorance breeds un-

protocols for treatment.
Even the suggestion that
industry experts, given a
high level of trust by the
public due to an economy
based in specialization, ar-

Ignorance breeds uncertainty, which, if
unchecked, leads to fear and irrationality.
Not only does the public know little about
the disease, but because it does not naturally occur here, American health officials
are unfamiliar with protocols for treatment.

certainty, which, if unchecked, leads to fear and
irrationality. Not only does
the public know little about
the disease, but because it
does not naturally occur
here, American health officials are unfamiliar with

en’t in control is enough to
cause panic.
That’s why it’s supremacy in matters touching with
disease protocols needs to
remain with qualified industry professionals. They
are in the best position to

make decisions that protect the public without infringing on people’s rights.
Though it’s important,
especially in crisis, for
individual right to not be
sacrificed for public good,
it’s equally important that
the rule of law is respected. Regardless of whether
the New Jersey quarantine
order was good protocol or
not, it was an official act
by a sovereign state, as
was Maine’s order, which
Hickox defied by going for
a bike ride.
Since state governments
are limited in power and
can only act on the best information given to them by
health professionals, they
can only assume they’re
being given relevant, true
data and act accordingly.
Individual rights need to be
respected, yes, but individ-

ual whom cannot subvert
the entire societal order
merely because it believes
itself superior. When this
becomes acceptable, societal order breaks down and
the good of other individuals is threatened.
Yes, Kaci Hickox has
the same right to civil liberties as her fellow Maine
residents, but not to the
point where she prospers
to their detriment. Civil
government exists for a
reason. It sometimes acts
on bad information, but
this is easily rectified by
an admission of error and
a change in protocols. The
refusal by an individual to
recognize their own fallacy, however, is not so
easily changed and poses
as much a threat to public
safety as government ineptitude.

Newest Dr. Who lead actor features masculine
qualities, a surprise in modern media

Matthew Pinkham
Graduate First Year
Psychology
Science-fiction television programs are usually
relegated to the status of
nerdy, unvalued and disesteem. This is not without
good reason — many of
these programs are “cult”
hits, meaning they have
low production quality and
poor acting with their only
support from dedicated,
if not outright obsessive,
fans. Unfortunately, this
climate makes discussing
these programs a laborious
task.
Exceptions will always
be made for quality. Qual-

ity deserves to be recognized and promoted for
everyone to see. Such an
example can be found in
what is possibly the most
niche program of all time,
“Doctor Who.”
Actor Peter Capaldi recently took the mantle of
the show’s lead role, and
has stunned viewers with
his acting abilities. Capaldi brings a previously
lacking sense of sartorial
elegance to his portrayal
of the show’s titular character.
However, his portrayal
is an example of quality
and worthy of investiture
for another reason. The
character Capaldi plays,
this “Doctor” exhibits
qualities of true masculinity. In Capaldi’s acting,
it is easy to see the distinct qualities of rationale,
dominance and individualist behavior and how they
are brought to light within

the show’s context. These
three particular qualities
blend into a proper display
of masculine intellect and
strength, something rarely
displayed in modern media.
From the character’s
first appearance in the
season’s incarnation, Capaldi’s acting infused his
character with a noticeable
rationality. A very simple
example of this is seen in
the episode “Listen,” in
which the character constructs a logic based argument, actively voicing deductions and observation
in the episode’s opening
segment.
A more poignant example the character’s grappling with conflict and
anger. In a science-fiction
program, these two elements are a staple of every
episode. Capaldi’s “Doctor” is calculating when
a threat is displayed, dis-
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regarding the blunted tool
of emotionalism for the
sharper edge of rationalism. In the episode titled
“Mummy on the Orient
Express,” Capaldi’s “Doctor” commanded victims
of the episode’s monster to
forgo fear or useless emotional responses and analyze the threat facing them
in an attempt to prevent
future deaths.
Using his rational mind
and dominant personality, Capaldi’s “Doctor”
devised a plan to save
the maximum amount of
people possible without
dwelling on those who
were lost. As he said in
another episode, “Time
Heist,” “She’s dead; we’re
not. Keep your mind focused so it stays that way.”
This is the second feature of healthy masculinity
that viewers see, benevolent dominance. Capaldi’s
“Doctor” is forced to make

the most difficult decisions. And to make these
decisions effectively, he
commands the stage. This
character knows the right
decisions to make because
of his rational logic and
intelligence. For his own
safety, and out of genuine
desire to save everyone
else, he issues commands
and organizes action.
This leads to the last
virtue, individuality. This
is a summation of the previous two qualities of rationality and dominance.
By being intellectually and
verbally strong, Capaldi’s
character is strong in his
own presence. The character himself is not brought
into the service of others
without force and does not
acquiesce to the whims of
a collective. This is seen
in the aforementioned episode “Mummy on the Orient Express” in which the
villain has to threaten and

murder innocent bystanders before Capaldi’s “Doctor” agrees to destroy it.
These three qualities
— a rational mind, benevolent dominance and individuality — are core tenets
of masculinity. A man will
find success within himself if he internally conceptualizes these three
ideas.
It is certainly surprising
to find this conceptualization of an idealized man
in modern media, which is
usually preoccupied with
denigrating
masculinity
as an archaic and barbaric
belief. It is more surprising to find this example in
an English science-fiction
show. Peter Capaldi creates a character who embodies core concepts of an
ideal, healthy man. These
ideals are worthy of investiture along with the acting
that presents them to the
audience.
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Harassment of individuals
My
critical of sexism in video enlightening
games needs to end
yet frightening
summer
internship
Cameron Grover
Third year
English
Over the past few weeks
I have noticed an uptick in
the frequency of news stories about women being
publicly persecuted or even
threatened over the Internet, as well as out in the
real world. I continue to be
astounded by the intensity
of the harassment and abuse
that this world is willing to
allow women to endure.
GamerGate, a “movement” of gamers who have
been persistently threatening Anita Sarkeesian, a
famous feminist critic of
sexism and other issues
within the gaming community, is one such recent
story. Through the Internet
and some other channels,
Sarkeesian has been driven
from her home, been made
to endure rape and death
threats and recently had to
cancel a talk she was set to

do at Utah State University due to terroristic threats
made against her appearance. According to an university press release, USU
received an email which
contained threats against
Sarkeesian and those who
attend her presentation. As
we all must know by this
time, school shootings are
not unheard of in the United
States; but it irks me that violent threats arose from one
woman’s criticism of an incredibly flawed industry.
Anyone with eyes can
see that the women in video games are not made or
treated the same way as
their male counterparts.
This is evident even in the
way early “Tomb Raider” games were made and
marketed. No grave robber
in her right mind would attempt the feats that protagonist Lara Croft accomplishes in shorts that short.
Furthermore,
Sarkeesian’s analysis of these
video games is not terribly
revolutionary. In my opinion, GamerGate has found a
punching bag in Sarkeesian
and will continue to move
from one outspoken female
to the next, an great example
being the persecution of Fe-

licia Day, who has appeared
in many shows appreciated
by gamers, such as “Supernatural,” “The Guild”
and “Dragon Age.” To be
honest, it was only a matter
of time until I wrote something about the treatment
of Sarkeesian, but as far
as I’m concerned, nobody
messes with Felicia Day,
who wrote a post on Tumblr
about how she felt singled
out and awkward within her
gamer-centric community
simply because of her gender: “Seeing another gamer
on the street used to be an
auto-smile opportunity, or
an entry into a conversation
starting with, ‘Hey, dude! I
love that game too!’ But for
the first time maybe in my
life, on that Saturday afternoon, I walked towards that
pair of gamers, and I didn’t
smile. I didn’t say hello. In
fact, I crossed the street so
I wouldn’t walk by them. A
small voice of doubt in my
brain now suspected that
those guys and I might not
be comrades after all. That
they might not greet me
with reflected friendliness,
but contempt.”
Shortly after the actress
posted her feelings about
the movement, she began

receiving threats, hateful
messages and was doxxed,
a process where hackers
steal and publicly release
personal information. This
treatment is similar to that
endured by Sarkeesian and
many others who have expressed similar feelings on
this issue.
I feel sorry for and want to
take steps for these women
and men who speak against
the actions of GamerGate,
but not because they are being dragged through proverbial streets just for voicing
their opinions and for doing
their jobs.
Women are being objectified through many forms
of media and nobody seems
to have any plans to try
and put an end to it, except
those being dragged behind and publicly “shamed”
by gamers and others with
similar mindsets. I’m not
saying that all gamers are
complicit in sexism, or
even take place in GamerGate shaming and harassment. I only mean to condemn those who do harmful
things to other people, or
practice doxxing.
Everyone should be able
to feel safe in life, both cyber and past the screen.

A Guide to the November
4th Election
All U.S. citizens age 18
and older are eligible to vote
in the Nov. 4 election. Most
polling places are open until
8 p.m.
Maine has a same-day voter registration law, meaning
voters can register at the polls.
University students should
vote in the town in which they
reside. This means students
who attend classes in Orono
but live in Bangor should vote
in Bangor.
If your place of residence
has changed since the last
election, you will need to update your registration. Bring a
photo ID (MaineCards count)
and a piece of mail, like a bill
or
letter, which proves your
residency. Remember, the voter registration form is a legal
document, so make sure to accurately fill it out. Voter fraud
is a federal crime, so abide by
polling place protocols.
Orono’s off-campus polling place for this election
cycle is the Orono Middle
School gym, which is behind
the Public Safety building on
Main Street.
This year’s ballot contains

Samuel Keefe

the following questions:

strengthen the rural economy?

Question 1: Citizen Initiative
Do you want to ban the
use of bait, dogs or traps in
bear hunting except to protect
property, public safety, or for
research?

Question 4: Bond Issue
Do
you
favor
a
$10,000,000 bond issue, to be
awarded through a competitive process and to be matched
by $11,000,000 in private and
other funds, to build a research
center and to discover genetic
solutions for cancer and the
diseases of aging, to promote
job growth and private sector
investment in this State, to
attract and retain young professionals and make the State
a global leader in genomic
medicine?

Question 2: Bond Issue
Do you favor an $8,000,000
bond issue to support Maine
agriculture, facilitate economic growth in natural resources-based industries and
monitor human health threats
related to ticks, mosquitoes
and bedbugs through the creation of an animal and plant
disease and insect control laboratory administered by the
University of Maine Cooperative Extension Service?
Question 3: Bond Issue
Do you favor a bond issue
to provide $4,000,000 in funds
to insure portions of loans to
small businesses to spur investment and innovation and
to provide $8,000,000 in funds
to make flexible loans to small
businesses to create jobs,
revitalize downtowns and

Question 5: Bond Issue
Do you favor a $3,000,000
bond issue, to be awarded
through a competitive process and to be matched by
$5,700,000 in private and public funds, to modernize and
expand infrastructure in a biological laboratory specializing
in tissue repair and regeneration located in the State in order to increase biotechnology
workforce training, retain and
recruit to the State multiple
biomedical research and development groups and create

a drug discovery and development facility that will improve
human health and stimulate
biotechnology job growth and
economic activity?
Question 6: Bond Issue
Do you favor a $10,000,000
bond issue to ensure clean
water and safe communities across Maine; to protect
drinking water sources; to restore wetlands; to create jobs
and vital public infrastructure;
and to strengthen the State’s
long-term economic base and
competitive advantage?
Question 7: Bond Issue
Do you favor a $7,000,000
bond issue to facilitate the
growth of marine businesses
and commercial enterprises
that create jobs and improve
the sustainability of the State’s
marine economy and related
industries through capital investments, to be matched by
at least $7,000,000 in private
and other funds?
For more information, visit
www.maine.gov and click on
“voting” at the top of the page.

Stuart Higgins
Fourth year
Business Management
In the summer of 2013,
I was offered an internship
in the private wealth division of a large financial
services firm. During my
three-month tenure, one
of my primary responsibilities included providing technical support for
several financial advisors.
This technical support consisted of creating statistical
data for existing client’s
portfolio performance and
retirement projections for
prospective clients. My
experiences were valuable,
but it also showed me how
hard middle-class families
in America have to struggle to make ends meet.
The personal profile of
existing clients were typically those of empty nesters over the age of 55, and
with more than $2 million
in financial assets. These
people were the firm’s
platinum
clients,
also
known as the nation’s one
percent. On the other hand,
prospective clients were
households seeking to initiate a relationship with a
financial advisor and hoping to carve out a financial
plan that would provide a
secure retirement at a reasonable age. Their personal
profiles usually included a
husband and wife who both
worked and were between
the ages of 40 and 55.
These families also had 2-3
kids who have yet to attend
college.
We may identify these
two client segments in the
way social scientists label them as Baby Boomers and Generation Xers. I
found helping the advisors
with these two distinctly
different groupings both
challenging and rewarding.
However, the more personalized financial plans I
completed, the more I became increasingly aware
of a well-publicized macro-level societal problem.
The deterioration of
the American dream that I
have heard be discussed at

the dinner table, reported
on the airwaves and read
about in the newspapers
was very much a reality.
My sample size was 80 clients and does not allow me
to draw a scientific conclusion, but I found that the
younger these clients were,
the lower the probability
of meeting their retirement
goals. When reverting back
to the personal profiles, I
found the typical 45-yearold couple often faces the
same financial issues, issues much more daunting
than those the previous
generation had to tackle.
Let me share the case of
a specific couple to whom
I will henceforth refer to as
Mr. and Mrs. Putz. Both are
47 years old with a combined income in the low
six figures; they also have
three children ages 11, 14
and 17. Mrs. Putz recently
received a $250,000 inheritance from her deceased
parents. This sounds like
a promising case, but the
Putz’ face $225,000 in college expenses over the next
10 years and have zero dollars saved. Meanwhile, Mr.
Putz wants to retire by age
67, has no pension, only
$38,000 in a retirement
account and is currently
saving only $2,000 a year.
Prior to receiving the inheritance, the family accumulated $16,000 in credit card
debt. Worse yet, Mr. Putz’s
father is in a $45,000-peryear assisted living facility and has only $70,000 in
the bank. Mr. Putz knows
he will have to chip in with
other siblings when his father’s funds run dry. Do the
math and the cash outflow
far exceeds the inflow.
The family financial
plan is moving in reverse.
They are not alone. Millions of families face similar problems throughout
our country, but ironically
the government believes
the Putz family and people
like them should be placed
in the wealthy column.
Higher taxes, stalled
wages, negative savings
rates, the continuous rise
in college tuitions and uncertainty with health premiums and deductibles are
some of the factors that
chip away at the wallets
of Americans. This is very
frightening because these
situations will only become increasingly worse.

THUMBS

UP
DOWN

Snow Tummy
shovels rumbles
Kielbasa The death
of Mufasa
Snowball Cold winter
fights nights
Plethora Ebola
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Across
1. Responds in “Jeopardy!”
5. Automaker Ransom
9. Cut close
14. Pelvic bones
15. He put two and two
together
16. Heaped
17. When the rooster
crows
18. You can tell it
19. Send to seventh
heaven
20. OFF!
23. Chest thumper
24. Like 4-Down
25. Masseur’s milieu
28. Takes into a count
31. Stair parts
36. Small bundle of
straw
38. Granola ingredients
40. Pond scum and
kelp
41. OFF!

Crossword

44. Person in a pool
45. Miniature racer
46. Start to freeze?
47. Annoying inconvenience
49. Like Easter eggs
51. Pin number?
52. Brylcreem unit?
54. Wade’s legal opponent
56. OFF!
65. Popular toy since
1964
66. Autobahn auto
67. Bunch of baloney
68. “Haste makes
waste,” e.g.
69. Perturbed state
70. Beat by a nose
71. Send payment
72. Like Ho’s bubbles
73. Cabooses’ spot
Down
1. Lends a hand

2. Cole’s follower
3. New Zealand fruit
4. Annual visitor
5. Punctually
6. Clark’s colleague
7. Title for Agatha
Christie
8. Kind of life
9. Like the colors of the
rainbow
10. To the --- (fully)
11. Jai --12. Presidential option
13. Genesis setting
21. Apr. workhorse
22. Go on a fast break?
25. Perfect basketball
shot
26. One of a 1492 trio
27. They may carry
burdens
29. Like some turkey
meat
30. Bed or home
addition
32. Melodious Fitz-

gerald
33. Hollywood deal
maker
34. “The Inferno”
author
35. --- motion (begin)
37. Authors
39. Full of ginger
42. Wedding day jitters
43. All the time in the
world
48. Jug handle
50. Anonymous John
53. Vain claim
55. Chemical compound
56. Petri dish stuff
57. Like EEE shoes
58. In --- (in hot water)
59. Pic-a-nic basket
seeker
60. “Scarface” star Paul
61. Valhalla god
62. Shade of green
63. Olympian Korbut
64. Keg contents
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Word Search: Weather
BAROMETER
BLIZZARD
CELSIUS
CLOUDS
COLD
CYCLONE
DOWNPOUR
DRIZZLE
DROUGHT
FAHRENHEIT
FLOOD
FLURRIES
FOG
FORECAST
FREEZE
FROST
HAIL
HOT
HUMIDITY
HURRICANE
ICE
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By Randall Munroe

LIGHTNING
MIST
MONSOON
OVERCAST
RAIN
SHOWER
SLEET
SNOW
SQUALL
STORM
SUNNY
TEMPERATURE
THERMOMETER
THUNDER
TORNADO
TSUNAMI
TYPHOON
VISIBILITY
WINDY

puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A11

Sudoku

xkcd.com

Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only
appear once. There is only one correct answer.

Cyanide & Happiness

Difficulty level: Easy

By Dave McElfatrick

explosm.net

Nedroid

By Anthony Clark

puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A11

Word Scramble: Weather

An * indicates the answer is made of more than one word.
1. eetrwah ___________________________

9. omrts _____________________________

2. iorleesmttgoo _______________________

10. tgiignnlh __________________________

3. rnotaod ___________________________

11. anri ______________________________

4. cniearrhu __________________________

12. uerthdn __________________________

5. ari _______________________________

13. ari ssma

nedroid.com

6. sspeerru ___________________________

8. idytihum ___________________________

1. weather 2. meteorologist 3. tornado 4. hurricane 5. air 6. pressure 7. clouds 8. humidity 9.
storm 10. lightning 11. rain 12. thunder 13. air
mass

7. ldscou ____________________________

abc-teach.com

Flip this page for
puzzle answers
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50 Cents: Doug Palmeter

Carter and Palmeter

Danielle Walczak, Culture Editor

Danielle Walczak
Culture Editor
Editor’s Note: 50 Cents
is a weekly article where a
M.C. staffer will sit with a
sign reading “Interviews 50
cents” and wait to see what
happens, gleaning the stories of those who sit down,
in attempts to create a fuller
picture of those at UMaine.
The idea is derived from a
TV series, which aired on
ABC and PBS in the 1990s
and early 2000s called “Interviews 50 Cents.”
Doug Palmeter is attracted to whatever grows.
And that’s why he became a
mentor for college students
to help them do the same.
“I’ve been doing similar
things for a long time, but I
like things that grow. I like
trees that grow; I like plants
that grow; I like to see myself grow; and I love to see
others grow. So I guess it’s
just a passion,” Palmeter
said.
Palmeter, a 60-year-old
Orono resident, has been
mentoring college students
at the University of Maine

and Husson College for the
last two decades.
“I find that most people
want to grow and change,
there are areas of our life
where we want to grow
and see change. And that’s
what I do I’m kind of like
a life coach. I come along
and help that person change
and give them some tools,
in which to make that
change,” Palmeter said.
He said he believes
many students make many
changes in college but certain parts are left out.
“You’re here at school
you’re going to develop socially, you’re going to develop physically, intellectually and relationally, who’s
really helping you develop
in character and spirit?”
Palmeter asks.
Palmeter meets with a
few students every week,
one of those students is Jason Carter, a fifth-year philosophy student. Although
Palmeter talks with different students about different
topics most relate back to
the ides of honesty, character, integrity and transpar-

ency.
“We talk a lot about
grace and truth and those
kinds of relationships with
acceptance and love. Spiritual stuff,” Palmeter said.
Given Carter’s major the
two often philosophize.
Besides being more honest, Carter finds it interesting to see how he’s developed throughout the three
years he’s known Palmeter.
“Acceptance of situations I would say, I get hostile about certain things I
can’t change for instance,”
Carter said. “Doug has
helped me to accept that,
things I can’t change. He
gave the strength to handle
those things.”
Palmeter decided he’d
work with people, when
God spoke to him as a wildlife biology student in California.
“[God] said ‘I want you
to work with people, not
animals,’” Palmeter said.
“It was like, ‘What? You’re
kidding me.’ It wasn’t verbal or anything, don’t think
I’m crazy, but it was just
as clear as if anybody had
spoken to me.”
Palmeter immediately
started changing his way of
thinking.
“I said I got a lot to learn.
I said to myself, ‘Man I
have a lot need to learn and
I have a lot I need to work
on in my own life.’ There
were areas I still need to develop but that was probably
one of the initial things.”
Palmeter has a few other
volunteers who work with
him under the nonprofit

“Life Education and Development” that he and his
wife run. The service he
provides is what he thinks
everyone needs.
“Almost
everybody
wishes they had a mentor,
wouldn’t it be nice to have
someone you could be honest with and you knew they
were going to be honest
with you and that you could
drop your guard and you
didn’t have to worry too
much? It’s really sweet,”
Palmeter said.
Carter who is 25-yearsold said the age difference
between he, and Palmeter
doesn’t get in the way.
“I sometimes wonder if
I’ll get too old for this, or
lose the ability to relate and
to be relevant to college
students in their life. So my
wife and I think about that
and it hasn’t happened yet,”
Palmeter said.
The next step in Palmeter’s journey is to complete his book about grace
and truth. He hopes the
book can teach people to
be “appropriately transparent; practice saying,
“yes” and “no,” because
a lot of time we don’t
say no to people because
we’re afraid of rejection;
and then I’d say practice accepting others and
yourself, good and bad.
You have good and bad in
yourself and you see good
and bad in others, but it’s
awful hard to accept that
isn’t it. We beat ourselves
up, learning to accept the
good and bad in others and
ourselves.”

Climbing: an indoor adventure
COLUMN

Adventure Time
Molly Joyce
For those who don’t
want to travel far from
campus for an adventure,
the Maine Bound indoor
climbing center is located at the center of UMaine. It offers a 32-foot
high climbing tower, as a
well as a 45-foot-long-by12-foot-high bouldering
wall. There are routes for
climbers of all experience
levels, as well as knowledgeable staff on-hand to
help belay, or answer any
questions.
The sport of indoor rock
climbing is intended to
mimic the experience of
climbing outside. Because
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the factors of outdoor
climbing can vary, indoor
climbing allows for a more
controlled experience.
Indoor climbing is generally divided into three
major categories: Bouldering, top-rope climbing and
lead climbing.
The most common style
of climbing is top-rope
climbing, which is when
the climber ties in to a rope
that passes through an anchor at the top of the wall,
and run back down to the
belayer. As the climber ascends the wall, the belayer
pulls the slack on the rope,
which keeps the climber
from falling if they were
to let go. Top-rope climbing is ideal for first-time
climbers, because it allows
the climber to go at their
own pace, and is less demanding than other forms
of climbing.
Bouldering is a style of
climbing that is done without any ropes. Because
the climber is not tied in,

bouldering is limited to a
certain height, and there
are crash pads at the base
of the wall. Bouldering offers shorter routes, but this
often makes them more
physically taxing than other forms of climbing. The
style emphasizes on power,
strength and dynamics.
Lead climbing is a technique that allows a climber to ascend a wall without a belayer. The climber
attaches themselves to a
length of climbing rope,
and ascends the wall
while periodically climbing themselves in to fixed
carabiners connected to
the face of the wall. Unlike, top-rope climbing, the
climber does not have a set
anchor, which could lead to
possibly larger falls. This
style of climbing is best for
more experience climbers.
For those who have never climbed before, Maine
Bound offers introductory
climbing classes, in addition to having staff on-

hand to belay and instruct
climbers. The center also
offers lead climbing clinics, as well as route setting clinics, where students
can learn to set their own
climbing routes.
If fear of heights is
a concern, Hilary Buntrock, a UMaine student
and member of the Maine
Bound staff, says that she
was afraid of heights until
she started climbing.
“You just adjust to
it,” Buntrock says, “you
reevaluate your fear of
heights.”
Buntrock
encourages those who have never
climbed before to “give it
a try, it’s exciting and not
as scary as it seems.”
Maine Bound is open
Monday,
Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday 3
p.m. - 10 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday 4 p.m.
- 8 p.m. The facilities are
free for Umaine Students
and Campus Recreation
members.

Making a
perfect mixtape
COLUMN

How I Hear It
Derrick Rossignol
As their native medium has
lost its footing due to technological advancement and cultural change, the mixtape has
become more and more rarely
seen. They used to be a form
of artistic expression and display of dedication: pre-Internet, you had to either get access to tapes and records of the
songs you wanted, then record
them onto a cassette. If you
were determined, you might
have even waited for the right
song to play on the radio and
time your presses of the record
and stop buttons perfectly.
Getting a mixtape from
somebody meant that they
cared. It was an exhibition of
their musical taste, selected
and arranged in a way that
would mean something to
the recipient. Mixtapes lived
on during the CD era as well,
and while locating the desired
songs made the process less
effort-intensive, the broad
reaches of the Internet also
helped broaden the pool of
available songs, leading to the
possibility of more eclectic
compilations.
Today, although not as immediately obvious, mixtapes
are still distributed, whether they be in the form of an
8tracks.com station or a shared
playlist on Spotify. It’s possible, though, that the artistry of
the practice has been lost, or at
least diluted. It’s still possible
to apply the philosophies of
the original mixtape to today’s
creation of them.
The first step is to decide
what kind of mixtape to make,
as there are several varieties.
There is the general mixtape,
where the creator compiles
favorite songs without much
thought put into the grouping;
there is the concept mixtape,
where the creator tries to convey a particular idea or mood
with the collection; and there
is the personal mixtape, where
the creator works to craft a
mix that will have significant
meaning for the recipient or
impart some sort of greater
message.
To walk through the process, let’s use a mixtape I
recently made for a friend
of mine as an example. She
said I should make her a good
driving CD, so with just that
request, I already had three
basic parameters set: the
songs should fall somewhere
between the music I like and
the music she likes, so she can
hear new stuff without being
caught too off guard by it.

Secondly, I knew the format
and length: the mix would be
burned to a CD, so at most,
it could be 80 minutes long,
which usually works out to
about 18 songs. Lastly, I knew
the mood or idea I needed to
capture: music that’s good for
playing in the car.
I began the process by
making an iTunes playlist,
going through my library
and adding songs to it that I
thought would fit the desired
mood and that the recipient
would enjoy. After my initial content grab, I had a minor problem: the playlist was
about 60 songs long and was
a non-unified, eclectic mix.
That happened because I see
there being two different types
of driving music: electronic-based, bass-heavy music
that’s better for nighttime or
upbeat environments; and
mellower indie rock, which is
best-suited for a casual, possibly reflective daytime cruise.
I ended up solving this by
making two playlists, one for
the former mood and another
for the latter. I tried to make
one mix that could flow between moods well and effectively captured both, but
it would have taken a more
skilled playlist-er than myself
to accomplish that, and 80
minutes didn’t feel like adequate time to cover two different vibes.
Having the right tracks is
key, but almost as important
is getting their order correct.
Ordering your mixtape is similar to a musician deciding
the tracklist for their album.
The songs should flow well
and vary in pace so there are
no dull lulls or adrenaline
over-saturation.
The name of the mixtape
may be the most important
thing. It’s the recipient’s first
impression of the mixtape. It
establishes the mood of the
mixtape. It’s the personality of
the mixtape. It’s how the mixtape is identified. The title sets
the table and must be carefully
considered. Maybe try a pun
on the prominent genre or the
recipient’s name. Either way,
it must be impactful.
Lastly, there’s the method
of delivery. In my case, a CD
was asked for, but if the mixtape was unrequested, do you
go with the CD, or do you
share MP3s with them on a pen
drive, or do you share a Spotify playlist, or something else?
Like the mixtape itself, the
proper delivery method differs
from situation to situation.
While the technology available to create and distribute
mixtapes has evolved, what
hasn’t changed is people caring
about others and music being
a great way of showing that.
If your fingers are too stubby
for the piano and you have the
rhythm of a fish flopping on
land, mixtapes are a still-artistic alternative to woo somebody through song.

Film explores ‘God Particle’ through human eyes
COLUMN

Documentary Theater
Chase Brunton
The discovery of the
Higgs-Boson particle — also
known as the more sensational
“God particle” — two years
ago was a big deal in the world
of physics. The existence of a
particle like the Higgs-Boson
was predicted over 40 years
ago, but in 2012, it was confirmed, thanks to a large number of physicists and their big
expensive machine: the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC).

“Particle Fever,” released
this past March and currently
streaming on Netflix, shares
the story of this discovery, offering insight into the science
behind it as well as the lives
of some of the physicists involved in this historical event.
Directed by a physicist-turned
filmmaker, the film offers a
look at the years leading up
to the discovery. It follows six
physicists as they do their part
in the search for the Higgs-Boson, which is theorized to be at
the center of everything in the
universe.
It’s an entertaining and
heartfelt film that makes complicated physics exciting.
What’s that? A movie
about particle physics that’s
exciting? Hold your seats, because it’s true.
The film begins in 2007,

shortly before the launching
of the LHC, the world’s largest particle accelerator ever
built. Built in Switzerland at
the European Organization for
Nuclear Research (CERN),
the LHC was created to gain
insight into the fundamental
laws of nature, by recreating
conditions just after the Big
Bang. It consists of a 17-mile
long ring of magnetic pipe,
where protons—particles at
the center of atoms—are raced
around the rings. These protons build up speed, and once
they become fast enough, they
are collided, and the results are
recorded by computers and
analyzed by physicists around
the world.
Many of those physicists
work right at CERN, and in
“Particle Fever” we follow six
of them closely, learning about

what they do, what drives
them, and what makes them
tick. Following these people
through the years leading up
to the Higgs-Boson discovery,
we listen to them discuss everything from basic physics to
more complex theories of the
universe that have yet to be
proven, all in a manner that
is fascinating and not overly
complex. We also see them
laugh, argue, celebrate and
philosophize about life, science and art. We see the span
of six years leading up to the
breakthrough.
Next to the science, these
people are what make “Particle Fever” so enjoyable. In the
one-on-one interviews, it’s as
if the camera is never there.
And then of course there’s
the science. Now, I’m not going to pretend that I understand

theoretical physics, or all of
the complex theories and concepts introduced in this movie. The good thing, though, is
that the director understands
that most of us aren’t physicists. The science is there, but
it’s not overwhelming in the
slightest; in fact, the movie
manages to make the science
exciting. The film crew set out
to make a movie about people,
and it works. The whole production is smooth, too, with
some majorly artistic editing
choices. With the help of some
genius effects, explanations
of complicated processes are
made entertaining and simple,
and complex theories become
palatable.
As for me, I’ve never taken a physics class in my life,
but after watching this movie,
I found myself reading up on

popular science articles about
physics on the web. If you
have any interest in science
and how the world works,
pondering big questions, and
meeting the faces behind the
research, watch this movie.
It successfully adds a human
touch to a field most of us
can’t even begin to comprehend.
David Kaplan, a theoretical physicist at CERN, said it
well:
“It’s certainly the biggest
thing that’s happened in my
lifetime, the discovery of new
fundamental particles. And the
Higgs-Boson is a particle like
no other, like nothing we’ve
ever seen before. And it is
weird, and we do not understand it.”
And neither do I, but it sure
is cool.
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Director
from A12

Burnett, Mellencamp and King collaborated on the musical.

King

from A12
“I’m a total whore for
musicals,” King said.
The play features 15 actors and a four-piece live
band comprised of Mellencamp’s concert band. King
refers to the music as “blue
jeans” music, noting that
Mellencamp helped illuminated some of the characters
in the play through song,
adding emotion and resonance.
“We stripped it down as
far as we possibly could.

Research
from A12

medical examiner asked
her to do some consulting
in a career path as a forensic anthropologist. And so,
she began her forensic work
in 1977, earned her Ph.D.
in physical anthropology at
Ohio State in 1979, has done
forensic consulting in New
Hampshire since 1981 and
earned her D-ABFA American Board of Forensic Anthropology in 1983.
“Originally I didn’t want
to do consulting with recently dead people,” Sorg
said. “But the chief insisted,
and since I got involved, it’s
made all the difference.”
The difference can be
found in the long list of accomplishments she has made
as a professional, as well as
through her dedication to her
career where she says she
works about 60-70 hours per
week.
Sorg is a multi-role person and has had a plethora of
experience in anthropological and epidemiology work
and is a regularly published
author on everything to do
with humans. At the University of Maine, she is a
research associate professor
jointly appointed to the Department of Anthropology,
Climate Change Institute
and Margaret Chase Policy
Center. She also currently
teaches an anthropology and
forensics course once a week
on campus.
“My goal is to get people
interested in science, how
their government works,
how investigations are done
in Maine and across the
country, and get them interested with issues of drug use
and the danger of substance
abuse,” Sorg said.
But the classroom doesn’t
take up the majority of her
time, she spends most of her
days dedicated to national
and state funded research
projects.
“One hundred percent
of my income comes from
grant activity,” Sorg said in
relation to her research work.
In October, Maine Attorney General Janet T. Mills
announced in a news release
that the state of Maine will
receive almost $1 million
in funding from the federal
CDC to gather critical data
on violent deaths in Maine
using the National Violent

Courtesy of Concord Music Group

It’s blue jeans music,” King
said.
The musical, much to
King’s satisfaction, is an old
fashioned radio play.
“I don’t like that creamy
broadway sound,” King
said.
Although he had little experience writing musicals,
King performed as part of
Maine Masque during his
time at UMaine. He transferred the skills of writing
award-winning horror books
to writing a play by looking
at the stage as different settings. Being able to move
from one backdrop to an-

other can act as chapters of
a book moving forward and
backward in time.
Billy Burke, from the
“Twilight” saga, plays Joe
McCandless in the play and
Gina Gershon, from “Killer Joe” and “House of Versace,” plays Monique McCandless.
The play, which premieres next week, may be
different than the day before. Mellencamp is still
working on the music.
“The show is still evolving,” King said. He is still
thinking of lines to give to
character. “You will see a

Death Reporting System
(NVDRS) over the next five
years. Sorg and Dr. Margaret
Greenwald, a recently retired
medical examiner, will lead
this project and look at violent deaths such as domestic
abuse, homicide, suicide, and
undetermined and firearm
deaths.
According to the CDC,
this is a national project
spread across 32 states, and
because congress increased
their funding, they were able
to expand it to Maine.
The NVDRS provides
states with an understanding
of these deaths and seeks to
prevent violence and track
progress over time. In 2011
more than 39,000 people
died by suicide in the United States, and the NVDRS
believes that this system can
help prevent these types of
tragedies.
“The goal of the CDC is
to prevent violent deaths, and
in order to do that, you need
to understand it,” Sorg said.
The grant will be disbursed in annual installment
of $194,347 each year over
the next five years, and this
reporting system provides
detail on demographics such
as age, income and education, the method of injury,
the relationship between the
victim and their offender and
information about circumstances such as depression,
financial stressors or relationship problems.
Sorg and Greenwald will
also be able to do some of
their own research where
they will collect statistical
analysis of the violent deaths
in Maine and Vermont.
“This is really is a wonderful opportunity to make a
difference in terms of public
health and yet it builds on my
background within public
safety and forensics,” Sorg
said.
Sorg and Greenwald have
worked together for years
on projects related to violent
deaths and their work related
to drug deaths is nationally
recognized and has guided drug policy decisions in
Maine.
“We work really well together so this experience
will be a positive thing,”
Sorg said. “She’s got a lot of
knowledge.”
Sorg also feels it’s very
important that the University
and state are collaborating on
this project together because
she believes it will improve

public policy and public
health intervention.
Aside from this research
project, Sorg is also the
consultant to chief medical
examiner in several states,
where she is called-in if she
needs to examine a forensic
case. She says the examination itself takes one to
several days, but that forensic consulting also involves
reporting and sometimes a
court case.
“People don’t appreciate
or realize how much time is
put into these cases,” Sorg
said of her reports, which
range anywhere between 1020 pages.
She explains that in
Maine, her cases are typically easy to identify, but occasionally they cannot determine the cause of death. She
went on to say that some cases need further investigation,
and may need as much as 20
years until they crack a case.
But it is the challenge of
the job that Sorg enjoys and
wrestles with the most. She
considers herself a problem-solver and puts most of
her knack to work in outdoor
scenes dealing with recoveries such as burials.
“I find it mostly rewarding,” Sorg said in relation to
her forensic work. “Except
dealing with the smell of decomposed remains.”
Though her forte is in
problem solving, Sorg said
her job is not to be confused
with how the how it is portrayed in the American crime
comedy-drama television series, “Bones.”
“It’s fantasy,” she said.
The show is inspired by real-life forensic anthropologist Kathy Reichs, who Sorg
says she’s well acquainted
with.
“She’s a friend of mine.
She’s a colleague. We’ve
written an article together.
She’s been in the field for a
lot of years,” Sorg said.
And just as she doesn’t
want her work to be portrayed as it as in “Bones,”
she does not partake in “typical” Halloween festivities.
“I think people should
have fun, but my approach is
a more serious one because I
see some of the worst parts
of society,” Sorg said.
Sorg says in her free time
she enjoys playing the piano,
even though it’s not something she does often. “I love
work — that’s the primary
thing I do,” she said.

little something that’s never
been seen before.”
For King, the opening
performance, the first of 19
shows throughout North
America, won’t be the end.
“I’ll be sorry when
it’s done,” King said. But
quoting Leonardo Da Vinci, King added, “[but] art
is never finished; it’s only
abandoned.”
The event is sponsored
by The University of Maine
Foundation. Tickets are
available through the CCA
at collinscenterforthearts.
com or by calling the box
office at 207-581-1755.

ing ways to teach the group
and how to tailor to what
group you are teaching and
how to increase their skills,
from to elementary to college
level.
“You need to be comfortable being in front of a big
group of people. You don’t
have to have a gregarious,
type A personality to be a
good conductor, but it definitely helps,” Vogt said.
“The conductor is kind of
a paradox because they’re the
one in charge of the music,
but they’re the only one in the
room who isn’t making any
sound,” Vogt said.
The University Singers is
a unique choir, compared to
other organizations on campus, Cates said, because it is a
class you take for credit, yet it
is also an organization with a
student executive board.
He described the group
like a second family because
they rehearse five days a
week, for one hour each day.
“We tour the second week
of spring break all over New
England doing three shows
a day. Every four years we
travel to Europe for a few
weeks. You’re spending a lot
of time together doing something that’s extremely personal, that’s making music. You
have this feeling of comradery among everybody,” Cates
said.
The last tour, Cates’
freshman year, they went to
Austria, Switzerland and Ita-

ly. The group is looking to go
abroad again in 2016.
The experiences and opportunities that the Singers
has given Cates, he said, is
one of his favorite aspects
about being a part of the
group.
“I think few people can
say before they graduate
college that they’ve sung all
over the world in some of the
world’s most historic sights,
and that’s a pretty incredible
thing for a choir to offer,”
Cates said.
For Vogt, a key part of
conducting a choir is doing
lots of rehearsal and using
your body language to lead
the group, because everything
the conductor does will come
back in the way the music and
singing sounds.
“You want to make your
gestures as clear and simple
as possible to get good results,” Vogt said.
Vogt is excited to direct
the primer vocal ensemble
group and be able to tour with
them in Northern Maine and
Canada this spring break.
“Music, dance, theater,
are some of the best things
humans have ever done, and
that’s why I want to use my
life doing that, bringing that
to audiences,” Vogt said.
Watching Vogt conduct his
rehearsal, he exemplified all
the qualities he listed that an
exceptional conductor needs.
The choir had clear admiration for Vogt due to his warm
personality, musical knowledge and overall fluidity,
proving the reasoning behind
Cox’s decision.

UMaine professors
up for potential
Grammy nomination

Classical work accepted in first round of nominations
Danielle Walczak
Culture Editor
The margins of Kathleen Ellis’ copy of Darwin’s
“The Origin of Species”
were filled with notes after
years of reading the book
with her students in Honors
211. Notes that Ellis, a University of Maine English
professor, one day noticed
were more like poetry.
Soon after, she crafted
over two dozen poems with
themes emanating from
Darwin’s most prominent
work in celebration of the
150th anniversary of its
publication.
The poems Ellis crafted
have since been set to music and recorded to make
the album “Dear Darwin.”
The album was accepted in
the first round of nominations for a Grammy award.
Nancy Ogle, a UMaine
music professor, did vocals
on the track, while Ginger
Hwalek, a UMaine piano
professor, played the music
composed by Scott Brickman, a professor at UMaine
Fort Kent.
“It’s very strange when
you sit down in an auditorium and hear your poems set
to music. I was surprised
how close [the songs were].
About half of the songs
were really accurate or added a lot to my poems,” Ellis
said.
The classical contemporary album from Ravello
Records has 28 tracks, 26
beginning with a different
letter of the alphabet and
two instrumentals. Ellis
calls the 26 tracks an abecedarium, where a collection
of poems are arranged in alphabetical order within the
album.
“[Darwin] made an enormous contribution to our
scientific knowledge and

Courtesy of Ravello Records

our ] self-understanding,
and yet, who in the world
has been more ridiculed
for speaking his serious
thoughts? To this day, if
his name comes up in ordinary conversation, it is
likely to produce a smile.
Truly, a wonderful image of
the plight of modern man,”
Ogle said of the importance
of Darwin’s work.
The collaborative work,
mesh poetry, piano and soprano singing, focusing on
observations of nature and
human behavior. Brickman
works form relationships
between piano and vocals.
“The piano part really
matches the mood of each
song, said Hwalek, “It
brings up Darwin and a history that is very important
for science and even literature and thought, philosophy perhaps. It is a neat
journey through that kind
of thought process.”
For Ogle, the poetry and
composition meld together
nicely.
“Scott did such a beautiful job with the settings,”
she said. “Kathleen’s poetry
is brilliant, often witty and

very quick. Sometimes it’s
nice to have a little time for
the words and thoughts to
sink in.”
Ogle said an example
would be the poem for the
letter P: “Playing House.”
It reads “He plays a garden / She plays a fruit tree
/ They blossom. / He plays
the field / She plays house /
They abandon the garden.”
Despite a short poem,
Ogle explains, “There’s
so much in it, and it happens so fast. Scott’s music opens the poem more
slowly than reading off a
page; the audience is invited stroll through the
experience. Darwin, both
in his genius and in his
foibles, is a wonderful
image of modern man. To
contemplate the human
condition and smile —
isn’t that what art is all
about?”
Those involved with
“Dear Darwin” are not
allowed to speak further
about what the Grammy nomination entails or
when they will get further
information on the nomination process.
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“La Isla Bonita”

Polyvinyl

“Nightcrawler”
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There are bands who
wear their influences on
every available sleeve:
Wolfmother owes a debt
to Black Sabbath and Led
Zeppelin, Interpol have
taken a page from Joy
Division’s playbook, and
Bjork is often reminiscent
of a wailing child.
Then there are seasoned veterans Deerhoof,
who have said their latest
album, “La Isla Bonita,”
which is scheduled for
release tomorrow, was
kickstarted by an attempt
to emulate their own cover of Ramones song “Pinhead.” That effort yielded
“Exit Only,” the record’s
noisy, punk-rooted sixth
track that completed its
mission.
While punk is straightforward by nature, Deerhoof’s latest is anything
but, despite drawing heavily from the genre. They
lean on their influences, sure, but having been
active for two decades,
Deerhoof has learned their
own sense of adventure
is their greatest mentor,
which drummer Greg Saunier iterated on a press release for the album: “We
don’t set out to create
masterpieces. The Deerhoof fan is a thrill-seeker.
This is the latest volley in
an ongoing conversation
we’ve been honored to
hold for 20 years.”
This is evident not only
on a song-by-song basis,
but the songs themselves
have multiple sections
and ideas, even if they
rarely eclipse the 4-minute mark. Such is true
in “Mirror Monster,” a
Warpaint-like, slow-andsteady military march that
does fine for the first 100
seconds before seemingly
deciding to start over before quickly dying down
again.
Moments like this may
initially seem like a logjam, but Deerhoof has
never branded themselves
as an accessible band,
and after repeated listens,
these instances actually
become endearing, like
a satisfying mold-breaking that ends up doing
more good than harm. The
lack of comfort becomes
a commodity in its traditional structural defiance.
On the flip side, there
are times when Deerhoof
are downright poppy. The
main riff in “Big House
Waltz” is as earworm-y
as Top-40 radio, but dissonant guitars and unconventional rhythmic patterns bring the track back

7
to Deerhoof’s version of
Earth.
Disparate
influences
are abound: “God 2” is like
the group’s take on Eric
Johnson’s “Cliffs of Dover.” “Black Pitch” is akin
to a slightly more ambient
Sleater-Kinney. “Paradise
Girls” combines the lyrical playfulness of Devo
with catchy bass lines.
The tight rhythm section
on “Oh Bummer” is accented with reverb-heavy
post-punk guitar stabs that
can be disorienting if the
bass falls back in the mix.
“La Isla Bonita” cannot be appreciated fully
through casual listening.
The record is dense but
expansive, accessible but
exclusive, pop but punk,
noise but melody. These
contradictions need to be
sorted through in order
to reach a palatable conclusion, which for some
listeners, just may not be
able to happen.
Not all listeners are
thrill-seekers. When Saunier said he didn’t “set out
to create masterpieces,”
he didn’t mean Deerhoof
wasn’t trying to succeed
in making great records.
He meant they were trying to make interesting,
innovative, experimental,
forward-thinking records.
It’s not easy to break
boundaries and sound
commercial. Pop music
is easily accepted, but not
easily remembered. More
experimental sounds have
the opposite life, and ultimately, talent triumphs.
As is par for the course,
there is no lack of exploratory effort in Deerhoof’s
latest, and the only problem with that is first impressions are hardly ever
accurate. Neither usually
are second, third, fourth
and fifth impressions, so
an informed opinion on
the longevity of experimental music is one that
needs time to brew. Are
these tracks truly innovative and stronger than the
downward pull of time,
or are their quirks merely
novelties whose appeal is
impermanent?
Whatever the case,
the conversation between Deerhoof and
its fans remains ongoing, with no lac k of
engaging
discussion
topics.

John Logan
Contributor
The news is riddled
with imagery of crime
scenes, houses that are
on fire, car crashes and
more. Footage of horrible
things that happen in our
world viewed by audiences everywhere. Have
you ever wondered who
captures these events on
camera? Or the extent
they are willing to go to
capture it?
In Dan Gilroy’s film,
“Nightcrawler,” starring
Jake Gyllenhaal, we dive
head first into the dark,
unsettled night-life of
Louis Bloom as he strives
to capture these horrific
events closer and more
efficiently than anyone
else.
“Nightcrawler” is an
intriguing and visceral
film bolstered by Gyllenhaal’s performance. Not
only is this one of Gyllenhaal’s best roles, it is
without a doubt one of
the best lead performances in a film this year and
definitely deserves recognition come Academy
Award time.
Gyllenhaal’s character, Lou Bloom, is one
of the most interesting
and well-developed characters seen in a film in
2014. He has absolutely
no boundaries, and is not
afraid to get involved into
a situation he isn’t invited in, whether it be related to his work or not.
He also always seems to
have a plan, and wants
everything to go according to it, even if he has to
make some enemies and
stir up some trouble along
the way. Lou, for lack of
a better description, is a
complete sociopath. Gyllenhaal does an amazing
job conveying with his
many nuances and body
language throughout the
film. Lou isn’t very good
with people and struggles
to find common ground
with them. His primary concern is success.
You can see hundreds
of things stirring inside
Lou’s head based on the
way Gyllenhaal looks
around the room, or how
his expression changes.
Gyllenhaal’s performance
was truly the greatest part
this film had to offer.
Dan Gilroy’s script
was well written. It
makes the viewer question how close to reality
the events portrayed in
this film are, even if it
is a work of fiction. We
are taken into the shady
world of nightly news.
Questions of morality and

“Voice Commander”

Microsoft

Bold Films

Derrick Rossignol
Editor in Chief
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being in a world of constant demands to succeed
are fully explored. The
script was so well written,
in fact, that it is a wonder
how this film would have
wound up if someone else
had directed it. Gilroy
has moments of greatness
in this film, but “Nightcrawler”
could
have
soared to an even higher
level if it was in the hands
of another director.
The greatest scenes
in this film are when
Gyllenhaal is trekking
through the city, or scoping out a crime scene with
his camera held high. Gilroy builds tension, and
Robert Elswit, the film’s
cinematographer, adds a
great visual flair to every
scene. It feels as if the audience is out with Louis,
surrounded by the neon
lights and suspenseful
darkness of Los Angeles.
The best moments in this
film were the ones that
focus solely on Louis,
and follow his character
either through a crime
scene or through a situation at home. You always
want to know what Lou is
going to do next.
There were moments in
this film that just weren’t
as attention grabbing or
thrilling as other scenes.
Perhaps, with a different director at the helm,
this film could have been
gripping from beginning
to end, without skipping
a beat.
That
being
said,
“Nightcrawler” still manages to thrill and Gyllenhaal holds the viewer’s
attention in every scene,
making “Nightcrawler”
mesh as a complete and
great film much more
than it could have. If
Gyllenhaal had not been
in this film, it would not
have been as effective or
satisfying as it was.
“Nightcrawler”
was an unpredictable
and intense ride. It
was an adventure of
a loner living in Los
Angeles that finds
a purpose. Gyllenhaal holds the film
on his shoulders with
his magnetic performance, and steals
every frame of this
film. It doesn’t quite
reach the heights as
it could have.

Kyle Hadyniak
Staff Writer
Microsoft, with little fanfare, recently released a free,
voice-centric arcade topdown shooter on the Xbox
One. The game “Voice Commander” is a program developed by Microsoft Garage, a
team of Microsoft engineers,
interns and other employees. Microsoft Garage has
several low-level projects in
the works, and “Voice Commander” represents their first
attempt at a game for Microsoft’s next-gen console.
While its visuals may be
simple, “Voice Commander”
proves to be a surprisingly
fun game, perfect for groups
of people looking to kill
some time.
Resembling the classic
“Asteroids” in both gameplay and visuals, “Voice
Commander” by no means
stresses the Xbox One’s hardware. As a small, color-coded
ship, players are tasked with
defending a planet, presumably Earth — the game offers
no real storyline — against
increasingly difficult waves
of enemies. Players have the
crucial ability to place defensive turrets around Earth,
and with four different types
of turrets; there is strategic
element in turret placement.
Players can utilize special
abilities, such a nuclear
strikes, shockwave attacks,
gravity bombs and an artificial intelligence called “Vox”
to help defend Earth. While
this all may seem standard
arcade-fare, what makes
“Voice Commander” unique
its reliance on Kinect voice
commands.
Kinect games for the
Xbox One, and especially
the Xbox 360, haven’t had
much critical success. For
Microsoft’s newest console,
developers have been hesitant to include Kinect in their
games, as using the device
saps resources that could otherwise benefit a games visuals. As hardware capability
isn’t a problem for “Voice
Commander,” Microsoft Garage went all-in and made
Kinect vital to this game’s
function. Players can order turret placement around
Earth with a quick command,
such as “Build fusion turret
in Delta Quadrant,” as well
as special attacks and Vox
movement. The Kinect is surprisingly accurate, rarely requiring repeated commands.
In some cases, Kinect may
confuse the terms “Gamma” and “Beta,” referencing
two of the quadrants around
Earth, which may hinder
player strategy mid-combat,
but otherwise issuing voice
commands is a smooth experience.
“Voice
Commander”
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should also be praised for its
local multiplayer. The game
supports up to eight Xbox
One controllers, so you and
your seven closest friends can
join together against the innumerable alien hordes thrown
at you. As anybody can issue commands, even if they
aren’t controlling a ship, this
means anybody in the room
can build turrets, move Vox,
or issue special attacks. As
such, “Voice Commander” is
a great choice for entertaining guests. Unfortunately, the
game doesn’t support online
multiplayer, not completely
surprisingly considering the
game’s humble origins, but
the feature would have made
the game’s multiplayer more
accessible; how many Xbox
One owners have more than
one or two controllers?
The game’s 25 achievements are a mix of progress-related and grinding
affairs. While it is fun to
try and make it through the
game’s ever-hectic levels —
the highest achievement-related level is 40, a considerable feat, indeed — some
achievements, such as killing
100,000 enemies, or building
500 of each turret type, is
groan-inducing. The typical
player likely won’t play the
game nearly enough to naturally earn every achievement,
making earning some “Voice
Commander” achievement
a monotonous affair. On the
bright side, the Xbox One’s
achievement system allows
you to track your achievements progress, so dedicated
“Voice Commander” players
can accurately judge how far
they have to go for certain
achievements.
For a completely free
game — no annoying micro-transactions, even —
“Voice Commander” offers
a pleasant experience for local multiplayer, a genre the
Xbox One is severely lacking. One has to wonder why
Microsoft didn’t choose to
release such a game when the
Xbox One first launched, as
“Voice Commander” offers a
substantial argument in favor
of the Kinect and its impressive voice capabilities. The
lack of online multiplayer is
disappointing, and some may
wish the game’s graphics
took advantage of the Xbox
One’s powerful hardware,
but overall “Voice Commander” is a no-brainer for
fans of top-down stick shooters or local multiplayer.
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COLUMN

How I Hear It
The making of a
perfect mixtape.

A9

Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Nov. 5
Nov. 7
Nov. 4

Storytone, Neil Young
Inspiral Carpets, Inspiral Carpets
Gruff Rhys, American Interior
Interstellar (in theaters)
Big Hero 6 (in theaters)
A Most Wanted Man (on DVD)
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Deerhoof, “La Isla Bonita”
“Nightcrawler”
“Voice Commander”
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University Singers welcome new director
Student-based choir group will perform thier first concert of the season this weekend

go!
What’s happening in
and around Orono
this week
Monday, Nov. 3
Meditation Monday
5:15 p.m.
Wilson Center, 67
College Ave.
Tuesday, Nov 4
Chamber Jazz Concert
7:30 p.m.
Minsky Hall
Wednesday, Nov 5
Screening of The
Canary Effect
6:45 p.m.
Wilson Center, 67
College Ave.
Thursday, Nov 6

The University Singers performing in one of thier shows last spring.

Jocelyn Nerney
Staff Writer
The University Singers
will be giving their first performance under a new director, Francis Vogt, on Saturday
and Sunday, Nov. 8 and 9.
This will be the first performance in 37 years without the
direction of Dennis Cox, who
retired last year.
Morgan Cates, a fourthyear business management
student, with minors in music
and leadership studies, is the
president of the University
Singers this year, but he is not
new to the choir.
As president, Cates oversees everyday operations of
the choir, but he is also helping the choir transition as they

get used to Vogt, who has a
different conducting style and
approach to music.
“He was familiar with the
group and had conducted other choirs at the University and
still does. It was a pretty easy
transition to bring him on
board,” Cates said.
Cates has been in the
University Singers since his
freshman year, and he also
sang with The Maine Steiners up until this year. Cates
was president of the Steiners
during his second and third
year, and he was also vice
president of the University
Singers during his third year.
As a senior, Cates said he
wanted a change, and due to
a lot of factors, his wish fell
into place.

Danielle Walczak, Culture Editor

“I thought it was time for a
change. I knew the office was
going to be open, and I felt
like I had the experience that
I could bring to the table. A
big part of it was the fact that
I had worked with [Vogt] for
two and a half years already,”
Cates said.
Cates said the community
can look forward to something they have never seen
before with the University
Singers due to Vogt, who was
handpicked by Cox to be his
successor.
“[Vogt] brings to the table
a whole new personality. It’s
very exciting,” Cates said.
Along with conducting
two choirs, Vogt is the director of Choral Activities, and
oversees all four of the choirs

UMaine researcher to
study violent deaths
CDC grants UMaine $1 million in funding

at UMaine.
Vogt comes from a musical family, with three brothers, one sister, and parents
all involved in singing, they
listened to the Metropolitan
Opera on the radio every Saturday.
He conducts the University Singers and the Oratorio
Society, which is made up of
student and community members.
Vogt teaches choral conducting classes, or how to
become a conductor. This
includes how to move your
arms, gestures, studying your
music or score preparation,
how to cue the various parts
and knowing the score well
enough so you guide it along
in the performance, Vogt said.

“Music and all art, I think
its value is that it lifts you
out of your mundane world.
That’s why we’re attracted to
it. By doing that, it shows you
possibilities that you couldn’t
of come up with on your own.
It shows you various aspects
of life and humanity,” Vogt
said.
Vogt said in order to be a
good conductor, you need to
have strong leadership skills.
“The music and the way
the music is going to sound
in performance is filtered
through one person, so there’s
a lot of responsibility. You
should know the music better
than anyone else,” Vogt said.
He also emphasized knowSee Director on A10

Musical by
Stephen
King, John
Mellencamp to
open at CCA
Performance will be first on
national tour for “Brothers of
Darkland County”

Danielle Walczak
Culture Editor

Sorg will lead a new investigation on violent deaths.

Maddi Shaw
Staff Writer
“Some people like using skeletal motifs as decorations, but I’m not one of
those people,” said Dr. Marcella Sorg, medical and forensic anthropologist.
Sorg does not “sensationalize” death — Halloween
is society’s way of denying
how serious it is.
Sorg, along with recent-

Josh Quinit, Staff Photographer

ly retired medical examiner
Margaret Greenwald will be
leaders on a $1 million project funded by the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) funded project
studying violent deaths, such
as domestic abuse, homicide
and suicide.
After taking a course in
fossil evidence for human
evolution in her earl 20s,
Sorg acquired an interest for
studying bones. She was on

her way to pursue nursing as
a career after graduating with
a Registered Nurse degree
from Fairview Park School
of Nursing in 1969, but her
professional life path took a
clear turn.
She earned her M.A. in
anthropology at Ohio State
University in 1975, and
then shortly after moving
to Maine in 1976, the chief
See Research on A10

“Brothers of Darkland
County,” a musical written
by King, a Maine horror
novelist, will open its national tour at The University
of Maine Collins Center for
the Arts (CCA) on Nov. 8 at
8 p.m. and Nov. 9 at 2 p.m.
Over the past 13 years, King
has collaborated with American singer-songwriter John
Mellencamp and musical
director T Bone Burnett to
create their southern gothic
musical.
When Mellencamp approached King about writing a musical, “The subtext

was, ‘Are you going to be
a chicken s--- on me like
that?’” King said of Mellencamp. “So I said okay.”
The musical opens with
two brothers fighting in
their cabin. When their dad
gets them to calm down,
he tells them the story of
his own two dead brothers,
Jack and Andy McCandless,
who were killed in an accident. The musical focuses
on themes of fraternal love,
lust, jealousy and revenge.
The brothers’ ghosts are
trapped in the Mississippi
cabin haunting the family
now living there.
See King on A10

Lecture: The Quest
for Profit and the
Subversion of Beauty
12:30 to 1:45 p.m.
Bangor Room, Union
New Writing Series:
Alice Notley, poetry
4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
IMRC, Stewart
Commons
Friday, Nov 6
Lecture: The Context and Culture of
Collective Action:
Insights from Coastal
Ecuador
12 to 1 p.m.
Winslow Hall
Faculty Recital: Marcia Gronewold Sly &
Ginger Hwalek
7:30 p.m.
Minsky Hall
Saturday, Nov. 8
2014 International
Culturefest
11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Recreation Center
University Singers
7:30 p.m.
Minsky Hall
Ghost Brothers of
Darkland County
8 p.m.
CCA
Sunday, Nov. 9
University Singers
2 p.m.
Minsky Hall
Ghost Brothers of
Darkland County
2 p.m.
CCA
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UMAINE RESULTS

WOMEN’S ICE HOCKEY
UMaine earns win, tie
Black Bears tie UConn
Friday, edge out
Northeastern Saturday.

B2

10/30 Field Hockey vs. UNH
10/31 Men’s Ice Hockey vs. UMass Amherst
Women’s Ice Hockey at Northeastern
11/01 Men’s Ice Hockey vs. UMass Amherst
Women’s Basketball vs. McGill
Men’s Basketball at USM

Loss
Win
Tie
Win
Win
Loss

3-2
6-5
3-3
3-2
81-41
78-73

FIELD HOCKEY
Black Bears drop OT thriller
UMaine falls 3-2 to
UNH in final regular
season contest

Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B4

B2

Men’s ice hockey sweeps UMass at home
Anthony Panciocco &
Jacob Posik
The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
men’s ice hockey team won
a pair of tightly contested
games over the weekend
against the University of
Massachusetts Amherst by
scores of 6-5 and 3-2. The
Black Bears improve to
3-4-1 on the season and 2-0
in Hockey East play while
the Minutemen fall to 2-5-0
and 1-4-0 in Hockey East.
UMaine takes down
UMass in barn burner
Second-year right wing
Brian Morgan fired a
one-timer slap shot from
the right faceoff circle that
found its way to the back
of the net through UMass
first-year netminder Henry
Dill’s five hole to propel
the University of Maine
to a 6-5 overtime win Friday night at Alfond Arena. Black Bears third-year
center Steven Swavely
notched also notched two
goals in the contest to help
Maine win its first Hockey
East battle of the year.
“I’d like to say it’s probably the most exciting one
so far for me, but anytime
you score in the Alfond, it’s
big. I’m just glad we got
the win, glad I put it away,”
Morgan said.
The Black Bears came
firing on all cylinders,
dominating time on attack
and peppering Minutemen
netminder Henry Dill. Dill

gave up two of the 12 shots
he faced in the first period in similar fashion. The
Black Bears first found the
back of the net on the power play just 4 minutes into
the contest. Morgan skated into the slot and took a
wrist shot that deflected off
Dill’s chest. Skating in to
scoop up the leftovers was
first-year wing Malcolm
Hayes who fired a shot past
the sprawled out Dill for a
1-0 Black bear lead.
The Black Bears doubled their lead on a goal
by second-year center Cam
Brown, his team-leading
fourth of the year. Brown’s
goal was nearly identical
to Hayes’. In the offensive zone after a faceoff,
Ben Hutton ripped a slap
shot from the point at Dill.
Dill managed to deflect the
puck with the blocker but
Brown found the puck off
the rebound exactly where
Hayes did, and fired a wrist
shot top shelf for the 2-0
lead.
The second period was a
much different story. After
tallying their third unanswered goal, Maine relinquished its 3-0 lead and
gave up three consecutive
goals to the Minutemen to
knot the game at 3-3.
Maine added to its lead
to begin the period on a
wrist shot through the five
hole of Dill by third-year
center Steven Swavely.
On a fast rush up ice, firstyear wing Liam Pecararo

UMaine third-year Steven Swavely competes for a puck Friday

deked his way through
traffic before whiffing on
a point blank shot in the
slot. Swavely retrieved the
loose puck with his back to
the net and sent a sweeping shot through Dill’s five
hole to add another tally
for the 3-0 lead.
“We’ve had a little bit
of a slow start to the season, but our captain made
it clear to us that this is our
first Hockey East weekend,
this is when it really starts
for us, and this our chance

to have a great start,”
Swavely said.
After Swavely’s first
goal, Maine deflated. Their
defense wasn’t sound, and
they gave up three quick
goals to give the Minutemen life.
The
first
Minutemen goal was scored by
first-year center Dennis
Kravchenko. Kravchenko
received a puck in stride
up ice from second-year
defender Marc Hetnik.
Kravchenko raced a UMa-

James Winters, Contributor

ine defender to the crease
and chipped the puck short
side past Black Bears second-year goaltender Matt
Morris.
Kravchenko wasn’t done
there. His aggressive forecheck allowed him to tally
another goal. After stealing the puck, Kravchenko
deked past a Black Bear,
skated behind the net and
wrapped around, beating
Morris to the opposite post
to tighten the score 3-2.
The Black Bears sloppy

defense rendered one more
goal before the end of the
second period. This time
the Minutemen forecheck
stole the puck at mid ice,
with second-year wing Ray
Pigozzi and second-year
center Steven Iacobellis
on a two on zero skating
towards Morris. Iacobellis
passed across the crease to
Pigozzi who chipped the
puck in for an easy goal
to knot the game at three
See Hockey on B2

Women’s basketball Plans for new turf field
blows out McGill at Lengyel in the works
Michael Schuman
Contributor

Sophie Weckstrom helped secure a UMaine win Saturday

Anthony Panciocco
Sports Editor
The University of Maine
women’s basketball team
showed a glimpse into what
could be a fruitful 2014-2015
season Saturday afternoon,
enjoying an 81-41 exhibition
rout of McGill at the Memorial Gym.
The Black Bears were led
by fourth-year guard Courtney Anderson, who scored 19
points on a perfect 7-7 shooting from the field.
“I can take good shots, and
that’s what I did today,” Anderson said. “When I do that,
it makes things a lot easier for
me and my teammates, too.”
McGill managed to stay
with the Black Bears early,
thanks to third-year center

Alexandria Kiss-Rusk’s six
points in the first 5 minutes.
The early points from KissRusk held the score to a 9-8
UMaine lead through 5 minutes.
UMaine went on a 17-5
run beginning at 15:03, spearheaded by Anderson’s seven
points during the stretch to
increase the Black Bears’ lead
to 27-15 halfway through the
first frame.
The Black Bears tightened up defensively for the
rest of the half, allowing just
four more points while they
cruised to a 46-19 halftime
lead that was punctuated by
a three-pointer from first-year
guard Parise Rossignol.
“I thought our pressure,
for the most part, was really
good in the zone,” University

James Winters, Contributor

of Maine head coach Richard
Barron said. “We managed to
rebound fairly well. I felt like
that’ll be an effective defense
for us, which we really haven’t had as an option for the
first three years here.”
The Black Bears’ defense
held the Martlets to 25.9 percent shooting from the field,
while UMaine shot 55.4 percent and 38.9 percent from
beyond the arc.
The scoring was wellspread out for the Black Bears
at halftime, with no player in
the double digits. Third-year
forward Liz Wood helped Anderson facilitate the offense
and lock down on defense
early, dishing out four firsthalf assists and pulling down
See Basketball on B3

The plans for installing an artificial surface
on Lengyel Gym Field on
campus have been passed
around different campus organizations in the last few
weeks. This field, which
would be installed for the
intramural teams, would replace the torn up, old field
currently used primarily by
the marching band and the
rugby teams.
The idea has been floating around the student body
and different campus departments for the last five
years. The focus on Lengyel
began long before this idea
came to being, when the
idea to light Lengyel Gym
Field had been passed
around.
UMaine is home to thousands of students, many
participating in multiple
intramural leagues. Some
nights during the height of
the seasons, there could be
between 25-35 games being played. This has caused
problems in the past with
trying to find field space for
varsity and club sports, as
well as intramural teams.
Spearheading the project
is Student Body President
Justin Conant, who cited
the project as one of the
reasons he wanted to stay in
student government.
“This is why I wanted to
run for reelection,” Conant

said, “I was fully behind
[the project] and decided I
wanted to get on board and
spearhead the project... I
wanted to work on this specifically.”
Conant has been working
primarily with Jeff Hunt,
the director of the New Balance Recreation Center on
campus, to get the project
off the ground.
“We’re at the ‘dream
phase,’” Hunt said on the
project’s current status.
“This is something that
would be of great value to
the students who participate
in recreational activities
here on campus.”
According to Hunt, the
field would be open to everyone for recreational use
at any time of the day.
“We want to do it. Right
now its been internal to us.
We haven’t brought it to the
planning committee yet. It
really hasn’t gone beyond
our office,” Hunt said.
The idea has been passed
from student government
and campus recreation, all
the way to the President’s
office and the Provost of the
University. According to
Conant and Hunt, the project could cost an upwards
of $3 million, but that is a
rough estimate. There has
yet to be an official estimate made, as the project
is still in its early stages.
According to Hunt, the leveling of the field before the
turf even goes in will be the

most costly part of the project.
“We’re taking it slowly, making sure everything
is being done correctly,”
Conant said. “This field
will revolutionize intramural sports.”
Right now, feasibility
studies are being done to
see if the University and
students are ready, willing
and able to adopt this field.
Fundraising options have
also been discussed, and
everything from donations
to finding an angel investor
have been brought to the
table.
“I don’t think you would
find anybody who wouldn’t
think it’s a good idea. Funding it is a different story,”
Hunt said on finding capital
to fund the project.
But more important than
funding will be student
support. Hunt says that the
New Balance Recreational
Center came to be because
of the support it received
from students, and the turf
field will be no different.
Students are into the
idea, from the student government level all the way to
the students who participate
in the sports themselves.
Dan Vaughn, a fourth-year
student at UMaine, participates in five different
intramural sports as well
as acting as the intramural
coordinator for the Alpha
See Turf on B3
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Depth a strength Field hockey falls on senior day
for women’s
basketball
Adam Hitchcock
Contributor
As the University of
Maine women’s basketball
season draws near, the Black
Bears are primed for a big
season. UMaine was voted
ﬁfth in the preseason coaches’ poll in which the University at Albany was voted No.
1, followed by Stony Brook
University, Hartford University, and the University of
New Hampshire rounding out
the top four.
“I think there’s a lot of
teams who have a shot… Albany, Hartford, Stony Brook,
us — I think all four teams
probably have a shot at winning the league this year,”
UMaine head coach Richard
Barron said of the America
East Conference.
“We don’t pay attention,”
Barron answered when asked
how accurately the ﬁfth-place
vote represented his team.
Third-year forward Liz
Wood was voted to the preseason All-Conference team
for the Black Bears. Last season, Wood was the only player in America East to rank in
Top 10 in the league in scoring, rebounding, ﬁeld goal
percentage and assists.
“She’s been a very
good player, very versatile,
hard-working, a leader for the
team… She does a little bit
of everything for us,” Barron
said.
Barron is entering his
fourth season at the helm
for the Black Bears. He has
a record of 29-62, 17-30 in

conference play over his
ﬁrst three seasons. However,
the 2013-14 season renewed
hope for UMaine. Barron
led the Black Bears to a 1715 record on the year, 10-6
in conference play, and the
school’s ﬁrst postseason win
since 1999.
The Black Bears certainly have higher expectations
for this coming season, particularly with the potential
of their team. Coach Barron
was optimistic about what
it would mean to reach their
preseason goals.
“It would mean that we
did a good job, and that our
kids were coming close to
reaching their potential, and
that’s what we’re really after,” he said. “We don’t really
talk about things like that…
We’re just trying to focus on
getting better. We try not to
measure ourselves against
others, just measure ourselves
against our potential.”
Barron will be sending a
fairly young squad out onto
the court this season, though
they do have a good mix of
third-year players. Fourthyear guard Courtney Anderson is the only resident senior on the team, with four
freshmen on the squad in
Parise Rossignol, Christiana
Gerostergiou, Janessa Fauntroy and Kirsten Johnson.
“I don’t think it’s a lot of
pressure, I think it’s a lot of
opportunity,” said Barron
on the responsibility of his
upperclassmen. “This core
See Preview on B3

Nicole Sevey fights for the ball in a win against UNH on Thursday afternoon

Adam Hitchcock
Contributor
The University of Maine
field hockey team ended their
regular season play with a
home game against the University of New Hampshire
that ended in a heartbreaking
overtime loss on Senior Day.
Seven seniors were recognized by the University of
Maine, including Becca Paradee, Zoe Berkey, Bri Robertson, Abbey Gutowski,
Holly Stewart, and Hannah
Keating.
First-year
netminder
Emma Cochran got the start
in net for the Black Bears,
but at the 15:14 mark when
second-year back Jackie
Hozza found the back of the
cage to give the Wildcats an
early 1-0 lead.

The Black Bears answered near the end of the
first half with third-year
midﬁelder Marissa Shaw’s
rocket into the net past
fourth-year netminder Carlie
Tarbell to knot things up at
1-1.
Fourth-year
midﬁelder
Zoe Berkey’s wasted no time
in the second half, finding
the back of the net at the
36:45 mark, giving the Black
Bears a 2-1 lead.
The Wildcats would not
be denied, as second-year
midﬁelder Lindsey Nerbonne tied the game up just 9
minutes later. The rest of the
second half was a defensive
battle, with the Black Bears
playing some hard-nosed defense as the Wildcats dominated time of possession.
Regular time was not enough

to decide the contest.
The Wildcats scored
their game winner when
third-year Emma Compagna found a rebound and put
it past Cochran for the 3-2
victory.
Head
coach
Robin
Balducci spoke a little on her
defense: “Well, obviously
very proud that we can hold
Maine to eleven shots, that’s
a small victory,” said UNH
head coach Robin Balducci.
“When you have a senior
goalkeeper, you can do a lot
of things.”
“Well, obviously very
proud that we can hold
Maine to eleven shots, that’s
a small victory,” said UNH
head coach Robin Balducci.
“When you have a senior
goalkeeper, you can do a lot
of things.”

Aley Lewis, Photo Editor

UMaine was held to ten
10 shots on the game, and
only three penalty corners.
When asked about the Black
Bears chances in the America East tournament, Annabelle Hamilton said: “I deﬁnitely think we can take ‘em
in the semis.” The UMaine
Black Bears will get another crack at UNH as they will
face off again on Thursday,
Nov.ember 6th at 4 p.m. in
Albany, N.Y., the number
one seed.
“It’s been a pretty special
experience. This is a great
university, a great community, and a great ﬁeld hockey
team to be a part of,” fourthyear forward Holly Stewart
said. “I think being here has
developed my game a lot,
and I’ve met so many amazing people.”

MacSorley leads UMaine on road swing
Michael Schuman
Contributor
The University of Maine
women’s ice hockey team
was on the road for a pair
of Hockey East conference
games versus the University
of Connecticut and Northeastern University Huskies.
Maine was able to tie UConn
3-3 on Friday night and then
get a 1-0 win over Northeastern on Saturday night.
Maine Ties UConn
On Friday night, Maine
recorded their second tie
of the season in a tough
3-3 game in Storrs, Conn.
The Black Bears opened
the scoring early, as firstyear forward Brooke Stacey
scored just 46 seconds into
the opening period. Second-year forward Morgan

Hockey
from B1

goals each.
Maine would have the
last laugh before the end
of the period, however.
Fourth-year wing Connor
Leen found third-year center and captain Devin Shore
behind the net for a wraparound goal of his own to
give Maine a 4-3 lead going into the final period.
Maine built on its lead
early in the third period.
Pecararo received a pass
in the offensive zone from
first-year left winger Nolan
Vesey. Pecararo skated into
the slot and fired a point
blank shot on Dill. Swavely skated in from the left
faceoff circle and sent an
easy rebound shot by Dill
for a 5-3 Black Bear lead,
Swavely’s second goal in
the contest.
Despite the two goal
deficit, the Minutemen
never quit, and tallied two

Sakundiak was credited with
the assist.
UConn answered right
back with a goal of their own
at 3:13 of the first period to
tie the game at one. Firstyear forward Theresa Knutson received a pass from
fourth-year forward Sarah
MacDonnell, and then beat
Maine goaltender Meghann
Treacy to get the equalizer.
The last goal of the first
period was scored by UMaine third-year defenseman
Kelsey MacSorley, who
scored her second goal in as
many games at 11:18 of the
first to give the Black Bears
the 2-1 advantage. Fourthyear defenseman Brittany
Huneke and first-year forward Victoria Hummel assisted on the play.
UConn got the better of

the scoring in the second
period of action. Redshirt
third-year forward Caitlin
Hewes passed the puck over
to fourth-year forward Kayla Campero who buried it to
tie the game at 2-2.
Maine would get the next
goal to take the lead again at
8:46 of the second period.
Third-year forward Abbey
Cook found Hailey Browne,
whose shot beat Huskies’
third-year netminder Elaine
Chuli.
The Black Bears’ lead
lasted until the 19-minute
mark in the second, when
a last-minute shot by firstyear defenseman Leah Lum
found the back of the net to
tie the game at 3-3.
The third period and the
ensuing overtime period
were scoreless, both Trea-

cy and Chuli keeping their
teams in the game. Maine
did have a power play for
the final minute of the overtime period, but were unable
to convert. Maine was 0-1
with the man advantage,
while UConn was 0-2.
Maine outshot the Huskies 38-32, but the goalies
shined late, Treacy recording 29 saves and Chuli making 35.
Maine Takes Down
Northeastern
Saturday night’s contest
was close, with both teams
getting their chances. Maine
was the only team who
could convert, winning the
game 1-0.
The only goal of the game
came at 11:02 of the first period, when Stacey passed
the puck to Sakundiak who

fed second-year defenseman
Kristin Gilmour who beat
Northeastern
fourth-year
goaltender Chloe Desjardins
to give Maine the 1-0 lead.
That would be all the
scoring for the game, but
there were plenty of chances
for both teams on the power
play as this game got physical. The Huskies committed
three penalties and Maine
drew six, but both teams
were unable to convert on
the power play, Maine going
0-2 and Northeastern going
0-5. There were matching
minors in the third.
The goaltending in this
game was excellent, Black
Bear second-year goaltender Mariah Fujimagari got
the start and posted a 20save shutout, the first of her
young career. Despite giving

up the only goal, Desjardins
played a solid game in net
for the Huskies, stopping 28
shots, 15 of which came in
the third period when Maine
outshot the Huskies 15-2.
After the weekend’s action, Maine improves to 4-52 overall (3-1-1 WHEA).
UConn became 2-4-4 overall (0-0-1 WHEA), and
Northeastern drops to 2-4-3
(1-2-0 WHEA). Maine currently sits atop the Hockey East standings after five
conference games played,
holding a slim one point lead
over Boston College.
Maine will continue its
road swing playing Brown
University next weekend
before returning home to the
Alfond to play the winless
Providence College Friars
on Nov. 22-23.

more goals before the end
of the third period, sending
the game into overtime.
The first UMass goal in
the third period was tallied
by fourth-year right wing
and captain Troy Power.
Setting up in the offensive
zone, first-year left wing
Patrick Lee sent a pass
across the slot from behind
the net that found Power
at the point. Power sent a
wrist shot back across to
the far post and beat Morris
glove side to cut the deficit
in half, 5-4.
The game tying goal
came from fourth-year defender Mike Busillo, the
first goal of his collegiate
career.
Busillo tested Morris’
glove side again and found
the back of the net to tie the
game 5-5. Lee fired a pass
back to Busillo at the point.
Busillo hesitated, then
fired a slap shot to the opposite post that beat Morris
through traffic to even the
score.

“One thing we always
talk about is staying positive. We know we had five
minutes to win the game
and that’s all we were focused on,” Swavely said
after the game.
The Black Bears avoided the scare and ended the
game just 57 seconds into
the overtime period. In
the offensive zone, thirdyear defender Conor Riley
found Shore in the slot.
Shore passed the puck out
to Morgan at the right faceoff circle. Morgan sent
one timer through traffic
that trickled through the
five hole of Dill for the 6-5
overtime win.
“The big thing for us is
never get down. We gave
up that fifth goal with 2
minutes left, and we had
to attack the last two to
get into overtime. We said
from the start we’re gonna
win it this shift, and we attacked, and we did what we
wanted to do, so it was big
for us,” Morgan said.

The Minutemen battled hard throughout, but
weren’t able to stop UMaine’s high powered offense
in the contest.
Even with his team relinquishing a three-goal
lead, then a two goal lead
to force overtime, Black
Bears’ coach Red Gendron
was pleased with his teams’
mental toughness throughout the night.
“Bad things happen,”
Gendron said. “We don’t
practice to give up leads,
we don’t practice to make
mistakes
defensively.
Sometimes in the heat of
the game, when you’re
playing an opponent with
some very good offensive
players, if you’re not exactly in the right spot at the
right time, they can make
a play. Which obviously,
they did tonight. The fact
that we stuck with it is pretty cool, and it’s important.”
UMaine comeback tops
Minutemen
The Black Bears dug

themselves and early hole
Saturday evening but managed to come back for a late
3-2 victory over UMass.
First-year
netminder
Sean Romeo saved 30 of
the 32 shots he was tasked
with, bouncing back from
a difficult beginning to the
season between the pipes.
“If it weren’t for Sean
Romeo, we would have
been down three or four
goals,”
Gendron
said.
“He played a magnificent
game.”
Kravchenko netted his
third goal of the weekend
in the second period when
he took a pass from Power
and put it past a sprawling
Romeo for the 1-0 Minutemen advantage.
UMass scored again
when Vatrano beat Romeo
with a one-timer to put the
Black Bears in a 2-0 hole
and take the air of the Alfond.
The Black Bears struggled offensively through
the first two periods and

went into the third frame
down 2-0.
Shore got the Black
Bears on the board when
he tipped a shot from Hamilton past the UMass netminder to bring UMaine
back into the game.
The Black Bears tied
things up at 2-2 at the
12:42 mark when Pecararo
circled behind the net and
launched a shot past Mastalerz to even things up.
Byron scored the game
winner in the final minute of play. His third goal
of the season came when
Mastalerz was out of position and gave the Black
Bears the 3-2 advantage
that would win them the
game.
The Black Bears outshot
Umass 38-32, despite being outplayed for the first
two periods.
UMaine will take to the
ice next when they travel to
the University of Vermont
for a two-game series next
weekend.
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Aultman to chase NFL dreams Soccer loses to
Great Danes
Anthony Panciocco
Sports Editor

University of Maine
fourth-year wide receiver Damarr Aultman is a
self-professed
“Madden
nerd.” He grew up playing
the game in his room for
hours at a time and still enjoys playing Madden with
his teammates today. But he
wants more than to just play
Madden. He wants to be in
the game.
“In my life, I’ve always
looked up to my father,”
Aultman said. “My father
always told me that if you
love it, you have to put your
all in it. He really instilled in
me at a young age that, you
know, these video games are
fun now, but there’s going to
come a day when you have
to put down the video games
and someday, hopefully, be
in the video games.”
Aultman was not a high
prospect coming out of high
school. He was a track and
football star at Half Hollow
Hills West High School in
Wheatley Heights, New
York. UMaine was one of
the only high-level schools
that gave him a chance.
“I’m always grateful here
because, at the end of the
day, I was under-recruited
and nobody really gave me
a shot,” Aultman said. “At
the end of the day, I’m very
grateful because they gave
me an opportunity to come
up here and succeed.”
Coming to Maine was a
large adjustment, but Aultman made the adjustment
well. He redshirted his first
year, then caught 39 balls
for 575 yards and five touchdowns in his first collegiate
campaign.
Now, nearing the end of
his career at UMaine, Aultman has earned the title of
Maine’s No. 1 receiving
threat. He won the Colonial
Athletic Conference Championship with the Black
Bears last year, ranking third
in kickoff return yards per
game in the CAA and averaged 42.3 yards per game
with five scores.
Despite the personal suc-

Turf
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Tau Omega fraternity on
campus. He knows firsthand about the struggles of
sharing fields with the varsity and club teams, and this
has led to many scheduling
conflicts, game cancellations and confusion.
“We got told the wrong
field many times. So if there
was just an intramural field
where you could go to play,
that would be much simpler
than the setup we have right

Basketball
from B1

five boards. Wood would go
on to score 15 points and
grabbing a team-high 11 rebounds.
Messy play and a myriad
of whistles highlighted the
first 7 minutes of the second

Anthony Panciocco
Sports Editor

Aultman has caught five touchdowns this season

cesses, Aultman refuses to
take credit for his play.
“We’re really just looking to play together and be a
family,” he said of his fellow
receivers. “If my friend Art’s
(Arthur Williams) catching
the ball I have to be sure I’m
getting the block for him.”
Aultman stands at 5 feet,

Throughout his career at
UMaine, Aultman has been
a leader on the team. He has
played with four different
quarterbacks and produced
consistent stats throughout
his four years starting for the
Black Bears. When asked
how he gets away from the
pressure and constant foot-

“I’m always grateful here because, at the
end of the day, I was under recruited and
nobody really gave me a shot.”
Damarr Aultman
University of Maine wide receiver

11 inches tall, just a tad short
for an elite wide receiver,
who are generally over 6
feet tall. He has not let his
height hold him back, much
like his favorite NFL player,
running back Barry Sanders.
“Through my life my favorite football player of alltime has been Barry Sanders,” Aultman said. “His
flashy style and the fact that
he’s little and underrated and
always played with that chip
on his shoulder mentality are
all things I looked up to.”

ball, he admits that he never
really does. Not that it’s a
bad thing.
“Even when I’m not
playing football, I’m around
football players who talk
about football 24/7 so I’m
really not ever away from
it,” Aultman said. “I love
playing Uno. Me and the
guys at the house play Uno.
We play for Uno for hours,
making jokes, watching TV,
being together.”
The bond among the
wide receivers has grown

File Photo

since Aultman came aboard.
When he joined the team
back in 2010, he admitted
that they were not the cohesive band of brothers that
they are now, but they’ve
come a long way.
“I’m just blessed to have
what I consider brothers
around me every day,” Aultman said.
Aultman keeps his expectations high. His pro football
ambitions are within reach
with the work ethic and belief in himself that he possesses, but he realized that
professional football is neither guaranteed nor forever.
After his playing days are
done, he would like to return
to New York.
“I would love to go back
home and give something
back to the kids in my area,
give back to the community,” Aultman said. “A lot of
those kids don’t have any direction in athletics. They’re
out there running hills and
stuff with no proper training.”
At the end of his time
with the University of Maine
football program, Aultman
had a simple way to put his
feelings.
“I’m proud to be a Black
Bear.”

now,” Vaughn said.
The benefits are there for
the students, the proposal
just needs to be fleshed out.
As for a timeline, the project is still so young that an
official start date has yet to
be determined.
While this project is still
in the “Dream Phase,” it
could very well be a real
thing in a year or two. The
combined efforts of student
government and campus
recreation with the support
of the students will really
help get the project off the
ground.

group, this is their third year
together, so they understand
what they’re facing and what
it takes.”
A year ago, the Black
Bears were ranked fourth in
America East in both scoring
offense and scoring defense,
scoring 66.2 points per game
while rendering 60.9 points
per game. The Black Bears
were the best in America
East in three-point ﬁeld goal
percentage, at .349 percent.

They also were tops in the
league in assists per game
with 17.3. However, UMaine ranked dead last in the
league in blocked shots per
contest, with only 1.5 blocks
per game.
The Black Bears also
ranked second in America
East in home attendance, with
an average draw of 1,538
fans.
With an 81-41 rout of the
University of McGill on Saturday, things are certainly
moving in the right direction
for the UMaine women’s basketball program.

half that saw the Black Bears
extending their lead to 57-23.
The Martlets were able to
keep pace for the rest of the
contest, being outscored just
24-18 over the final 11:45.
They were led by third-year
forward Miriam Sylla, who
pulled down 11 rebounds despite going 1-8 from the field.
Second-year UMaine for-

ward Sheraton Jones had a
strong showing, dishing out
five assists and scoring four
points. She also brought
down five hard-fought rebounds.
Despite McGill having a
height advantage, the Black
Bears outscored the Martlets
40-8 in the paint.
“I don’t think it was per-

fect,” Wood said. “But I think
it was promising. We had
some really good plays and
some bright moments that
show what’s to come.”
The Black Bears will be
back on the hardwood Nov.
10 when they host the University of New Brunswick at
the Cross Insurance Center at
7 p.m.

Preview
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The University of Maine
women’s soccer team saw
their season end in a 2-0
America East quarterfinals
loss to the University at Albany Thursday evening.
The Black Bears put forward a strong effort in the
loss, launching 21 shots,
eight of which were on
target. Second-year UMaine
netminder
Claudia
Dube-Trempe saved three of
the five shots she was tasked
with.
The Great Danes managed three corner kicks,
while the Black Bears could
not generate a single corner
kick in the contest.
Second-year midfielder
Caitlyn Paltsios got the scoring started for Albany in the
13th minute by sending a
rocket towards Dube-Trempe, who managed to deflect it
but it rolled past her and into
goal for a 1-0 Albany advantage. Redshirt second-year
defenseman Celia Balf was
credited with the assist on
the play.
The Great Danes scored
their second goal just six
minutes later when first-year
forward Vivian Vega put
a breakaway goal past the
Black Bears defense, giving
Albany their 2-0 lead. The

score was Vega’s ninth goal
on the season. Vega leads the
Great Danes with 22 points
on the season.
Both teams settled down
defensively in the second
half, with neither team allowing much offense.
The Black Bears outshot the Great Danes 20-10,
led by third-year midfielder Charlene Achille’s nine
shots, four of which were on
goal.
Third-year
goalkeeper
Alana Brennan was stout in
goal for the Great Danes,
saving all eight shots she
was tasked with. Brennan
has been stellar this season,
allowing just 1.26 goals per
game with a .805 save percentage.
The Great Danes’ victory could have been by more
than just two goals considering the four offsides penalties that stalled out potential
scoring chances for Albany.
Dube-Trempe allowed a
pair of early goals, but was
her usual lockdown self for
the rest of the game. A finalist for America East Player
of the Year, Dube-Trempe
finishes the season with just
a .80 goals against average
and a .849 save percentage.
The Black Bears’ record
falls to 4-8-6 on the season,
while Albany improves to
7-8-5.

Walsh aims
to change
culture of men’s
basketball
Michael Bailey
Contributor
The Men’s Basketball
Program at the University of
Maine is ready to begin a new
era under first-year coach Robert Walsh. Coach Walsh is dedicated to building the team into
a contender.
“Developing a championship culture. That’s what we’re
trying to do,” Walsh said. “We
want our guys to understand
who we are is what we do
every day… We don’t define
ourselves by wins and losses…
We define ourselves by what
we do everyday.”
Walsh replaces UMaine’s
previous head coach of 10
years, Ted Woodward, who
was fired after a disappointing
6-23 last season and also saw
four players request transfers.
UMaine also lost three players to transfers the year before.
Woodward’s career record as
the head coach of the Black
Bears was 117-178, good for a
.397 winning percentage. Conversely, Walsh comes to UMaine from Division III Rhode Island college where Walsh went
204-63, boasting a .764 winning percentage. Walsh previously served as an assistant

coach at Providence College,
which played in the former Big
East Conference.
Although the Men’s team
sported zero seniors last year,
the team lost, as mentioned, a
few players to transfer; namely, two of the Black Bears best
performers in Xavier Pollard
and Dimitry Coronel — UMaine’s first and third leading
scorers, respectively, from a
season ago. Pollard also received All-America East third
team recognition last season.
Nevertheless, UMaine returns
a core of relatively young talent with just two fourth-year
players on the roster.
Though the season is rapidly approaching, Walsh made
it clear that the team was still
getting their bearings.
“The first time we talked
about a starting five was today
at lunch,” he said. Walsh went
on to explain, in reference to
team leaders, “It’s too early to
tell. We want all of our guys to
be leaders.”
Despite an uncertainty
about what roles his players
will play, he’s happy with his
roster, saying the group is both
coachable and hungry.
See Walsh on B5

Cross country competes at AE Championship
Anthony Panciocco
Sports Editor
The University of Maine
cross country teams hosted
the America East Championships Saturday morning.
The women’s team took
ninth place, while the men’s
team finished seventh. Stony
Brook University, the University of New Hampshire,
the University of Maryland
Baltimore County, the Uni-

versity of Vermont, University of Massachusetts-Lowell and Hartford University
also competed.
Men’s cross country
takes seventh in conference
Fourth-year Stony Brook
runner Eric Speakman just
barely beat out fourth-year
Wildcat John Prizzi and
third-year UMass Lowell
runner Robert Allen for first
place. Speakman finished
the 8K course in 24:41, just

a second ahead of Prizzi and
Allen, who came in second
and third, respectively.
Binghamton won the
men’s division, with finishers taking 8th through
eleventh place. Fourth-year
Matt Johnson led the way for
the Bearcats with a time of
25:19.
Second-year Levi Frye
was the first Black Bear to
cross the line, finishing in
13th place with a time of

25:35. Fourth-year Alexander Moser finished his
final home race as a Black
Bear in 23rd place at 25:45.
First-year Joshua Horne had
a breakout race, taking 31st
place at 25:53.
UMass Lowell finished
just three points behind
Binghamton for second
place, while UMBC took
third with 85 points.
UNH dominates women’s race

The University of New
Hampshire dominated the
field for the women’s race,
taking nine of the Top 19
spots for a blowout victory
Saturday.
Second-year Wildcat Elinor Purrier beat out thirdyear Stony Brook runner
Christina Melian to beat the
field with a time of 17:19
over the 5K course.
Third-year UNH runners
Brianna Boden, Samantha

Blaise and Amber Short took
10th through 13th place to
sure up the victory for the
Wildcats.
Third-year Black Bear
Annabelle Wilson finished at
19:07, good enough for 31st
place. Fourth-year Carolyn
Stocker was not far behind,
finishing in 34th place.
UNH scored just 26
points Saturday, beating out
second-place Stony Brook
by nearly 40 points.
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Around the Conference

FOOTBALL SCORES
11/1

Rhode Island
Delaware
Villanova
Richmond
William & Mary
James Madison
Elon
Towson
Albany
UNH

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
13

1

28

2

9

3

10

4

24

5

31

6

19

7

21

8

24

9

49

10
11
12

UPCOMING

GAMES

CAA RECORD

OVERALL

5-0

7-1

4-1

7-2

4-1

7-2

3-2

5-4

3-2

4-5

3-2

6-3

2-3

6-3

2-3

5-4

Friday, Nov. 7

2-3

3-5

2-3

4-5

0-5

1-8

Women’s Ice Hockey
at Brown
3 p.m.

0-5

0-9

UNH
Richmond
Villanova
Delaware
Stony Brook
James Madison
Albany
William & Mary
Maine
Towson
Elon
Rhode Island

Thursday, Nov. 6
Field Hockey
vs. UNH
@ Albany
4 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
vs. Husson
7 p.m.

Women’s Swimming and
Diving
at BC
5 p.m..
Men’s Swimming and
Diving
vs. BC
5 p.m.

WOMEN’S SOCCER SCORES
10/28

Yale
UMass Lowell
10/30 UNH
Binghamton
11/02 Albany
Maine
UMBC
UNH
Hartford
Albany

3

1

1

2

1

3

1

4

2

5

0

6

1

7

1

8

1

9

Vermont
Albany
Maine
UNH
UMas Lowell
Fairfield
11/01 UMass Lowell
Saint Louis
11/02 UNH
Dartmouth

OVERALL

5-1-2

10-3-5

4-2-2

12-4-3

Saturday, Nov. 1

4-2-2

7-8-4

3-2-3

7-8-5

2-1-5

4-8-6

3-3-2

7-9-3

2-4-2

5-10-2

2-5-1

5-11-1

1-6-1

3-12-2

Hartford
UMBC
UNH
Albany
Maine
Binghamton
Stony Brook
UMass Lowell
Vermont

CONFERENCE STANDINGS

1

1

5

2

2

3

3

4

2

5

3

6

Women’s Swimming and
Diving
vs. UVM/BC
11 a.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey
at Brown
2 p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey
at UVM
7 p.m.

OVERALL

4-0

14-2

3-1

10-7

3-1

6-11

1-3

6-11

Tuesday Nov. 4

1-3

3-14

0-4

5-12

Women’s Soccer

Albany
Maine
UNH
Fairfield
UVM
UMass Lowell

0
4

AROUND THE
CONFERENCE

Dartmouth at UMass
Lowell
2 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 1

1

Tempers flared after Sunday’s NASCAR race when
Brad Keselowski spun out
Jeff Gordon, igniting a brawl
between the two racers. Gordon’s teammate Jimmy Johnson won the race.

Men’s Swimming and
Diving
vs. UVM/BC
11 a.m.

AE RECORD

1

THE BIG TIME
Auburn University is
now the No. 3 team in the
country following a 35-31
victory against Ole Miss
Saturday afternoon. Mississippi State remains the No.
1 team in the nation.

AE RECORD

0

WOMEN’S FIELD HOCKEY SCORES
10/31

CONFERENCE STANDINGS

Men’s Ice Hockey
at UVM
7 p.m.

Field Hockey
Saint Louis at UMass
Lowell
2 p.m.
Merrimack at Providence
7 p.m.

Highlights from last week’s professional action
Mount St. Joseph’s Lauren Hill, a terminal cancer
patient, scored four points to
fulfill her dream of playing in
an college basketball game
Sunday morning. Mount St.
Joseph’s won 66-55.

The New England Patriots
took down Peyton Manning
and the Denver Broncos 4321 Sunday afternoon. Tom
Brady threw for 333 yards
and four touchdowns.

The Chicago Cubs hired
former Tampa Bay Rays
manager Joe Maddon to replace former manager Rick
Renteria. Maddon had a
781-729 record in Tampa
Bay over eight years.

Northeastern at UMass
Lowell
7 p.m.

never
miss
an issue
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Men’s basketball stunned by Division III USM
Michael Bailey
Contributor
The University of Maine
men’s basketball team was
shocked by the University
of Southern Maine Saturday
evening, losing to the Division III program 78-73.
The Black Bears started
fast with a 5-0 and 10-4 run
to start the game. UMaine led
for the entire first half, but
never by enough to pull away.
At the end of the half, the
Huskies were able to go on
a run and cut the Black Bear

lead to one, with the score at
36-35.
UMaine began the second
half with a quick 6-1 run and
remained on top until 13:52
was left in the period when
the Huskies began a 13-2 lead
to turn a 48-43 Black Bear
lead into a 56-50 Huskies advantage. USM kept the lead
for the rest of the game.
UMaine called a timeout, cut the lead to four and
then USM charged again to
pull ahead 61-52 with 7:39
remaining. The Black Bears
cut it to 63-56 with 7:00 to

play, but the Huskies built it
back up to 66-56 with 6:43
remaining. The teams traded baskets for a while until
UMaine went on a 7-0 run
with a little over 6 minutes
left to pull the Black Bears to
within three. But once more,
USM established a small
cushion of 75-68 with 2:15 to
play. The Black Bears again
made a surge, coming within two points of the Huskies,
with the score 75-73, after a
three-pointer from first-year
guard Aaron Calixte.
The Huskies missed on

their next possession, and
UMaine had an opportunity
to tie the game up or take the
lead with under a minute left.
However, USM second-year
forward Sam Knight established possession and forced
third-year Black Bear guard
Shaun Lawton to commit
a charge. UMaine got one
more chance to tie or take
the lead before USM took the
two-possession lead and put
the game out of reach, but the
Black Bears were unable to
capitalize.
The Black Bears were

led by a monster game out
of third-year forward Till
Gloger of Bochum, Germany.
Gloger scored 23 points and
pulled down 19 rebounds,
nine of which were offensive.
He shot 10-16 from the field
and snagged four steals.
Lawton also played well,
chipping in 16 points, six rebounds, three assists and two
steals. First-year guard Kyle
Little scored 13 points and
recorded three assists. Every
healthy Black Bear played,
and only Calixte, Lawton and
Gloger played longer than 30

Thomas, Ryan due for strong showings

minutes.
Sophomore guard Zach
Leal led USM in scoring with
15 points while also tallying
seven rebounds, four assists
and four steals. USM’s offensive punch was also aided by
Jacob Littlefield’s 12 points,
and 11 points apiece from
Sean Caddigan and Alex Fraser.
The Black Bears will return home to host Husson
University at the Cross Insurance Center for their second
exhibition game on Nov. 6 at
7 p.m.

Walsh

from B3

breaking news • e-mail alerts
• classi�eds • multimedia

Cody Lachance
Contributor

Here’s my spin on the
week, and as always I claim
no responsibility for your
failures, but all the credit for
your successes.
Stock Trending Up
1.) Demaryius Thomas, WR, Denver Broncos:
The Broncos offense is a
machine and No. 88 is one
of the most important cogs.
Thomas has put up crazy
numbers and has scored me
a ton of points in my PPR
league that gives bonuses
for different yardage goals.
This week he takes on a
Raiders team that looks like
they’ll be tanking for either
Amari Cooper or Marcus
Mariota. Thomas is a muststart.
2.) Golden Tate, WR,
Detroit Lions: Mega-who?
Golden Tate has been one

of the best offseason pickups so far this year as he is
thriving in the Detroit offense. Tate plays much larger than his 5-foot-10-inch
frame would lead you to believe. With Megatron not at
100 percent, look for Tate to
keep being Stafford’s No. 1
option in an offense that is
made for shootouts. Throw
in the fact he’s home this
week on the artificial turf,
and Tate is a borderline
WR1.
3.) Matt Ryan, QB, Atlanta Falcons: Matty Ice
has looked melted this year
as his Atlanta Falcons are
once again looking like a
team destined for a high
draft pick. But, this week he
takes on a team that is going
to pick even higher than the
Falcons in the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers. If Matt Ryan
can’t get it going against
this terrible defense, I think

it’s safe to say you probably shouldn’t start him anymore. Give Ryan one more
chance to start, but buyer
beware.
Stock Trending Down
1.) Brandon Marshall,
WR, Chicago Bears: Brandon Marshall is starting to
turn back into his diva self.
The Chicago Bears are turning into a dumpster fire,
and it looks like they might
check out anytime soon.
Although he’s still a mustplay, I would consider him
more of a WR2/3 instead of
the dominant WR1 he has
been the past few years.
2.) Colin Kaepernick,
QB, San Francisco 49ers:
Man, if Kaepernick had half
a brain, he’d be the best
QB in the league without
question. But unfortunately,
he always seems to make
head-scratching decisions
for a team that is a solid QB

away from being elite. This
week he plays inside the Superdome and I imagine the
Saints defense will show up
and give him fits all day.
3.) Mark Ingram, RB,
New Orleans Saints: Mark
Ingram is in fact one of the
better steals of most fantasy
drafts this year. Although
he has been banged up this
year, he’s been productive
when he’s played. Although,
this week he goes against a
San Francisco front seven
that is getting better by the
week with the return of key
players like Patrick Willis,
NaVorro Bowman and Aldon Smith. Be wary of Ingram this week.
Week 2 Waiver Wire
Pickups
1.) Doug Baldwin, WR,
Seattle Seahawks: No
Percy? No problem! Doug
Baldwin has turned into
Russell Wilson’s No. 1 tar-

get and is definitely worth
the pickup. If he’s still available in your league, I’d grab
him and either play him or
trade him.
2.) Colt McCoy, QB,
Washington
Redskins:
Does any other QB in the
league have a better name
than Colt McCoy? I think
not. McCoy had a solid
showing against the Cowboys, and with RGIII and
Kirk Cousins you never
know who will get hurt or
benched in any given week.
In deep leagues, McCoy is
worth a pickup I think as
he’s shown he can fill in
when he needs to.
3.) Pittsburgh Defense:
(Enter witty comment on
how the Jets stink on offense.) Seriously though,
you guys should know to
start any defense that’s playing either the Jets or the Jaguars by now.

“The foundation of our program basketball wise will be
the way we guard. We like to
play man-to-man. It’s a pressure, attack, aggressive, manto-man defense. We’d like to
play a lot of guys, we like to
play up-tempo… We demand a
lot out of them on the defensive
end, and we give them freedom
and confidence on the offensive end.”
UMaine began its season
Saturday night at the University of Southern Maine, dropping
the exhibition contest, 78-73.
The Black Bears play a number
of games, mostly away, before
conference play begins on Jan.
3 at the University at Albany.
Coach Walsh is optimistic about the campaign and
his time at the University of
Maine, even after only being
part of the program for a few
months.
“It feels terrific to be here.
The energy is fantastic. It’s really exciting,” Walsh said.

All at mainecampus.com

The Maine Campus is hiring!
The student newspaper of the
University of Maine
is looking
to add
Positions
available
experienced photographers to its staff.
Interested students are encouraged to
contact Photo Editor Alessandra
Lewis at photo@mainecampus.com,
or on FirstClass.

include:

Assistant News Editor
Online editor
National Advertising Representative
Design Assistant

All positions paid. E-mail a letter of interest, résumé
and samples of your work to eic@mainecampus.com.

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
NOVEMBER 8 & 9
TICKETS AT CollinsCenterForTheArts.com
207-581-1755 • BOX OFFICE
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